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Sommaire
L'analyse de grappes est l'une des techniques les plus importantes utilisees dans le
forage de donnees. Elle a de nombreuses applications dans I'extraction de motifs, la
recherche d'information, la synthese d'information, la compression, etc. Les travaux
de recherche de cette these portent sur le regroupement des donnees categoriques
et sequentielles. II s'agit d'une tache beaucoup plus difficile que le regroupement
des donnees numeriques, due au manque de mesure de similarite evidente entre les
donnees categoriques et entre les sequences categoriques. Dans cette these, nous
avons con^u des algorithmes efncaces pour regrouper des donnees et des sequences
categoriques. Nos etudes experiment ales permettent de demontrer les performances
superieures de nos algorithmes par rapport aux algorithmes existants. Nous avons
aussi applique des algorithmes proposes pour resoudre le probeme de prediction de la
faillite personnelle.
Le regroupement des donnees categoriques pose deux defis : definir une mesure de
similarite significative, et traiter efncacement les groupes qui resident dans des sousespaces differents. Dans cette these, nous considerons l'analyse de grappes dans une
perspective d'optimisation et proposons une nouvelle fonction objectif. En se basant
sur cette formulation, nous concevons un nouvel algorithme hierarchique par division, nomrne DHCC, pour les donnees categoriques. Dans la procedure de bisection
du DHCC, l'initialisation de la division est basee sur l'analyse des correspondances
multiples (ACM). Nous elaborons une strategie pour pallier a un probleme cle de
l'approche par division, a savoir quand il n'est plus necessaire de diviser. L'algorithme
propose est entierement automatique (sans parametre, aucune hypothese concernant
le nombre de groupes), independant de l'ordre dans lequel les donnees sont traitees,
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extensible a de grands ensembles de donnees, et finalement. capable de decouvrir
naturellement des groupes inclus dans des sous-espaces.
La connaissance a priori sur les donnees peut etre incorporee dans le processus
de l'analyse de grappes, ce qui est connu sous de nom de 1'analyse de grappes semisupervisee, pour procurer une amelioration considerable pour la qualite de l'analyse
de grappes. Dans cette these, nous considerons l'analyse de grappes semi-supervisee
comme un probleme d'optimisation avec contraintes au niveau des instances et proposons une approche automatique pour guider le processus de l'optimisation sous
contraintes.

Ceci nous permet de proposer un nouvel algorithme semi-supervise

hierarchique par division pour les donnees categoriques, nomine SDHCC. Notre algorithme ne necessite pas la fixation de parametre, ne comporte aucune operation
sensible a l'ordre de traitement de donnees et est efficace en prenant l'avantage des
connaissances au niveau de contraintes d'appartenance des instances pour ameliorer
la qualite des resultats.
De nombreux algorithmes de regroupement des sequences s'appuient sur une
mesure de similitude entre des paires de sequences. Habituellement, une telle mesure
est efficace s'il y a beaucoup d'informations dans les motifs retrouves parmi ces
sequences. Toutefois, il est difficile de definir une mesure de similar ite significative
pour les paires de sequences si celles-ci sont courtes et contiennent du bruit. Dans
cette these, nous contournons cet obstacle en definissant une mesure de similitude
entre une sequence individuelle et un ensemble de sequences en se basant sur un
modele de la distribution de probability conditionnelle. A partir de cette mesure,
nous concevons un nouvel algorithme X-moyennes base sur le modele pour T analyse
de grappes de sequences. Cet algorithme fonctionne de fac,on similaire au traditionnel
algorithme X-moyennes pour les donnees vectorielles.
Enfin, nous avons developpe un systeme pour la prediction de faillites personnelles dont les attributs de predictions sont principalement les attributs de faillites
decouverts par les techniques de regroupement proposes dans cette these. Les caracteristiques de faillites decouvertes sont representees dans un espace vectoriel de
basses dimensions. A partir du nouvel espace d'attributs, qui peut etre complete
avec des attributs existants de prediction connus (par exemple, le score de credit),
hi

un classincateur base sur la machine a vecteur de support (SVM) est developpe pour
combiner ces difierents attributs. Les resultats experimentaux demontrent que notre
systeme est prometteur pour la prediction au niveau de la performance et au niveau
de I'explication qu"il peut fournir.

IV

Abstract
Cluster analysis is one of the most important and useful data mining techniques,
and there are many applications of cluster analysis in pattern extraction, information
retrieval, summarization, compression and other areas. The focus of this thesis is on
clustering categorical and sequence data. Clustering categorical and sequence data is
much more challenging than clustering numeric data because there is no inherently
meaningful measure of similarity between the categorical objects and sequences. In
this thesis, we design novel efficient and effective clustering algorithms for clustering
categorical data and sequence respectively, and we perform extensive experiments to
demonstrate the superior performance of our proposed algorithm. We also explore
the extent to which the use of the proposed clustering algorithms can help to solve
the personal bankruptcy prediction problem.
Clustering categorical data poses two challenges: defining an inherently meaningful similarity measure, and effectively dealing with clusters which are often embedded
in different subspaces. In this thesis, we view the task of clustering categorical data
from an optimization perspective and propose a novel objective function. Based on
the new formulation, we design a divisive hierarchical clustering algorithm for categorical data, named DHCC. In the bisection procedure of DHCC, the initialization
of the splitting is based on multiple correspondence analysis (MCA). We devise a
strategy for dealing with the key issue in the divisive approach, namely, when to terminate the splitting process. The proposed algorithm is parameter-free, independent
of the order in which the data is processed, scalable to large data sets and capable of
seamlessly discovering clusters embedded in subspaces.

v

The prior knowledge about the data can be incorporated into the clustering process, which is known as semi-supervised clustering, to produce considerable improvement in learning accuracy. In this thesis, we view semi-supervised clustering of categorical data as an optimization problem with extra instance-level constraints, and
propose a systematic and fully automated approach to guide the optimization process
to a better solution in terms of satisfying the constraints, which would also be beneficial to the unconstrained objects. The proposed semi-supervised divisive hierarchical
clustering algorithm for categorical data, named SDHCC, is parameter-free, fully
automatic and effective in taking advantage of instance-level constraint background
knowledge to improve the quality of the resultant dendrogram.
Many existing sequence clustering algorithms rely on a pair-wise measure of similarity between sequences. Usually, such a measure is effective if there are significantly
informative patterns in the sequences. However, it is difficult to define a meaningful
pair-wise similarity measure if sequences are short and contain noise. In this thesis, we
circumvent the obstacle of defining the pairwise similarity by defining the similarity
between an individual sequence and a set of sequences. Based on the new similarity
measure, which is based on the conditional probability distribution (CPD) model,
we design a novel model-based K-me&ns clustering algorithm for sequence clustering,
which works in a similar way to the traditional /C-means on vectorial data.
Finally, we develop a personal bankruptcy prediction system whose predictors are
mainly the bankruptcy features discovered by the clustering techniques proposed in
this thesis. The mined bankruptcy features are represented in low-dimensional vector space. From the new feature space, which can be extended with some existing
prediction-capable features (e.g., credit score), a support vector machine (SVM) classifier is built to combine these mined and already existing features. Our system is
readily comprehensible and demonstrates promising prediction performance.

VI
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Cluster analysis is one of the most important and useful data mining techniques
[32, 37, 46, 77]. Clustering is an exploratory learning process whose aim is to group
unlabeled data into meaningful clusters, so that objects in the same cluster show
great similarity and objects from distinct clusters show great dissimilarity. The concept of similarity can be defined in many different ways, according to the purpose of
the; analysis, domain-specific assumption and prior background knowledge about the
data. There are many applications of cluster analysis in pattern extraction, information retrieval, summarization, compression and other areas. Most of the clustering
algorithms present in the literature focus on data sets where the objects are defined on
a set of numerical values. In such a case, the similarity of the objects can be decided
using well-studied measures derived from geometric analogies, such as Euclidean distance. While categorical data is commonly seen in many real-life applications, where
the elements of the data are non-numeric and nominal, imposing more challenge for
cluster analysis in these domains.
The investigation of clustering categorical and sequence data arises from our
project on a major Canadian bank. In our project, original high-dimensional complex
data are transformed into categorical data, which mainly takes two forms: categorical
tuples and sequences. We resort to clustering techniques to discover the comprehensible features that can distinguish bad accounts from good ones. The focus of this thesis
is on clustering categorical and sequence data, and the application of the proposed
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clustering techniques in personal bankruptcy prediction. In this chapter, we will give
an overview of traditional unsupervised and semi-supervised learning, and then describe the clustering method for categorical and sequence data, and then present an
introduction to personal bankruptcy prediction. We conclude this chapter with a
discussion of the thesis contributions.

1.1

Unsupervised learning

Two of the most important tasks in the field of data mining are classification and
clustering [30, 85]. Classification is a supervised learning technique, whereas clustering is completely unsupervised. The aim of clustering is to group a set of objects into
clusters without the guidance of prior background knowledge. Clustering techniques
are broadly divided into hierarchical and partitioning, depending on whether the algorithm generates a hierarchical clustering structure or a flat partition of the data
set.

1.1.1

Hierarchical clustering

In hierarchical clustering, the objects are placed in different clusters, and these clusters
have ancestor-descendant relationship. Usually, a binary tree is employed to represent
the dendrogram structure of the clustering results. The dendrogram can be cut at
different levels to generate different clustering of the data. Hierarchical clustering
algorithms can be further divided into agglomerative (bottom-up) and divisive (topdown) methods:
• Agglomerative methods: Start with each object as a singleton cluster and, at
each step, merge the closest pair of clusters according to the similarity measure.
The most commonly used methods to measure the similarity between pairwise
clusters are single-link, complete-link, and group average. Agglomerative methods suffer from high time complexity and the problem that early wrong decision
of merging two small clusters can expand to following merges, leading to undesirable final clustering tree structure. Fisher (1996) studied iterative hierarchical
2

cluster redistribution to improve once constructed dendrogram [33]. Karypis et
al. (1999) also researched refinement for hierarchical clustering [48]. However,
the global refinement procedure destroys the desirable hierarchical clustering
structure [15, 90]. A basic agglomerative hierarchical clustering algorithm is
illustrated in Figure 1.1.
• Divisive methods: Start with one, all-inclusive cluster containing all the objects
and, at each step, split a cluster until only singleton clusters of individual objects
remain or the termination criterion is satisfied. The two most important issues
of divisive methods are how to split a cluster and how to choose the next cluster
to split or when to terminate splitting (if not intending to generate the whole
clustering tree).
Algorithm: Agglomerative Hierarchical Clustering
1. Place each object in its own cluster. Computer the proximity matrix containing the distance between each pair of
objects.
2. Repeat until the number of clusters reaches one.
(a) Find the most similar pair of clusters Ct and Cj using
the proximity matrix. Merge clusters C, and Cj to a
new cluster Cp.
(b) Remove Cj and Cj from current clusters, and update
the proximity matrix by adding the distance between
cluster Cp and other clusters.
Figure 1.1: Agglomerative hierarchical clustering algorithm

1.1.2

Partitioning clustering

In partitioning clustering, given a data set and the number of clusters K, an algorithm
divides data into K subsets, in which, each subset represents a cluster. Partitioning
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clustering is further divided into hard clustering and fuzzy clustering. In hard clustering, each object belongs to exactly one cluster. In fuzzy clustering, each object
is allowed to belong to two or more clusters, associated with a set of membership
degrees [43]. In this thesis, we only consider assigning each object to exactly one
cluster.
Partitioning clustering exploits iterative relocation to optimize the partition of the
data set. Unlike traditional hierarchical methods, in which clusters are not revisited
after being constructed, an algorithm of partitioning clustering tries to discover the
clusters by iteratively reassigning objects between the K clusters.
The number of clusters K is assumed as a prior known parameter in most partitioning methods. Learning the 'true' number of clusters in a given data set is a
fundamental and largely unsolved problem [75, 76]. In hierarchical clustering, this
problem is less critical, as the hierarchical clustering structure offers more flexibility to analyzing the data at different levels of similarity. A partition of the data in
hierarchical clustering can be obtained by cutting the clustering tree at certain level.
There are a number of techniques in partitioning clustering, we list some as follows. In the center-based method, the most representative object within a cluster
is selected to represent the cluster (A'-medoids [64]), or each cluster is represented
by the mean of its objects, which is call centroid (A-means). In the density-based
method, a cluster is defined as a connected dense component against surrounding
region, a representative algorithm is DBSCAN [31]. In the probabilistic method,
each object is considered to be a sample independently drawn from a mixture model
of several probability distributions, and the Expectation-Maximization

(EM) tech-

nique is exploited to optimize the overall likelihood of generating the whole data set
[73]. In the graph-theoretic method, the clustering problem is modeled by a graph
G = (V, E), where each vertex vt e V corresponds to a data object, and each edge
ejj € E corresponds to the similarity between data objects x* and Xj according to a
domain-specific measure, and discovering the K clusters is equivalent to finding the
K minimum cut (MC). the definition of the cut of a graph can be found in [36].
In partitioning clustering, the A'-means [41] is by far the most popular clustering
tool used in scientific and industrial application [85]. A basic A-means algorithm is
4

illustrated in Figure 1.2.
Algorithm: Basic A'-means
1. (Randomly) select K objects as the initial centroids.
2. Assign all objects to the closest centroid.
3. Recalculate the centroid of each cluster.
4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 until the centoids don't change.
Figure 1.2: Basic A'-means algorithm

1.2

Semi-supervised learning

Recently, there have been great interests in investigation of the correlation between
completely supervised and unsupervised learning [16, 65], resulting in the rise of two
research branches: semi-supervised classification, whore the unlabeled data is used in
the learning process to improve classification accuracy; and semi-supervised clustering, where partially labeled data or pairwise constraints is used to aid unsupervised
clustering. A good review of semi-supervised learning methods is given in [96]. In
this thesis, we focus on semi-supervised clustering of categorical data.
Compared with unsupervised learning, semi-supervised learning is a class of machine learning techniques that make use of both labeled and unlabeled data for training [16]. In semi-supervised clustering, prior knowledge is incorporated into the clustering process to produce considerable improvement in learning accuracy. In real
applications, some background information about the data may exist, such as a small
number of labeled instances, or pairwise instance-level constraints indicating that two
instances should {must-link) or should not (cannot-link) be associated with the same
cluster. How to take advantage of this background knowledge in cluster analysis is a
subject of growing interest for the data mining community.
Existing methods for semi-supervised clustering can be generally grouped into two
categories: the prior knowledge is incorporated into the clustering process either by
5

modifying the search for appropriate clusters or by adapting the similarity measure
(or distortion called in some literature).
• In search-based methods, the clustering algorithm itself is modified so that the
available labels or constraints can be used to bias the search for an appropriate
clustering. This can be done in several ways, such as by enforcing constraints to
be satisfied during cluster assignment in the clustering process [23, 82], by initializing the clusters from the transitive closures obtained from available labels
or constraints [8], by projecting original data space to a low-dimensional space,
where the projection matrix is obtained from optimization of the objective function reflecting the satisfaction of constraint knowledge [78] or by modifying the
clustering objective function so that it includes a penalty for constraint violation
[9] or a reward for constraint satisfaction [54].
• In similarity-adapting methods, the similarity measure used in unsupervised
algorithm is adapted, so that the available constraints can be more easily satisfied. Several similarity measures, or distortion measures named in some literature, have been used for similarity-adapting semi-supervised clustering. For
example, string-edit distance trained using EM [12], parameterized Euclidean or
Mahalanobis distances trained using convex optimization [6, 11, 87], Euclidean
distance modified by shortest-path algorithm [51].

1.3

Clustering categorical and sequence d a t a

Clustering categorical and sequence data is much more challenging than clustering
numeric data because there is no inherently meaningful measure of similarity between
the categorical objects or sequences.

1.3.1

Clustering categorical data

Clustering categorical data is an important task. Categorical data is commonly seen
in many fields, including the social and behavioral sciences, statistics, psychology, etc.
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One special type of categorical data is transactional data, where the term transaction
refers to a collection of items generally covering many domains: for example, the
market basket of a consumer or the set of symptoms presented by a patient. With
large amounts of categorical data being generated in real-life applications, clustering
categorical data has been receiving increasing attention in recent years
Clustering categorical data poses two challenges: defining an inherently meaningful similarity measure, and effectively dealing with clusters which are often embedded
in different subspaces. The detailed explanation is as follows.
Due to the lack of inherently meaningful measure of the similarity between categorical objects, various similarity or distance measures have therefore been proposed
in recent years for clustering categorical and transactional data. While some pairwise
similarity measures, such as the cosine measure, the Dice and Jaccard coefficients,
etc. can be used for the comparison of categorical data [77], it is commonly believed
that a pairwise similarity measure is not suitable for this purpose [40, 83, 92]. For
sets X and Y of items, the Dice coefficient is defined as:
Dice =

2\XC\Y\

The Jaccard coefficient is defined as:

\xnY\

Jaccard

\X\JY\

For example, consider a set of five transactions, t\ = {a, b, d, / } , t2={b, e, g},
t$={a, c, h, i.}, t4 = {a, b, c}, ts={b, c, j , k}, where ti denotes a transaction consisting
of a set of items corresponding to the categories of merchandise or service involved
in the transaction. We can see that some pairs of transactions share few items: for
instance, ti and £3 share no items, while t2 and £4 share only one. In this case, the
Jaccard coefficient between ti and t.3 is 0, and that between ti and t^ is 0.2, thus
these transactions cannot be grouped together using the notion of pairwise similarity.
However, viewed globally, the items a, b, c are frequent items in these transactions
and this could serve as a major characteristic on which to group these transactions
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together.
Another issue in clustering categorical data is how to effectively deal with clusters which have a greater tendency to be embedded in different, possibly overlapping,
subspaces. For example, in grouping customers based on transactional data, different groups of customers are distinguished by different purchasing habits, while
customers in the same group have a similar interest in certain items. Also, in the
social and behavioral sciences, different groups of people exhibit different social habits
and behaviors. Unlike conventional numeric data, the domains of the attributes in
categorical data are discrete and small: for example, the binary attribute with values
'yes' and 'no' is commonly seen in categorical data. Therefore, clusters in these data
are distinguished by differences in the subspaces in which they are formed. Traditional clustering algorithms, which search for clusters defined on the whole dimension,
have difficulty in discovering these clusters formed in subspaces, especially when the
dimensionality of the subspaces is small.

1.3.2

Clustering sequence data

In the past few years, we have seen a rapid increase in the amount of sequence
data. The sequence data are commonly seen in many scientific and business domains,
such as genomic DNA sequences, unfolded protein sequences, text documents, web
usage data, behavior or event sequences etc. The analysis of sequence data becomes
an interesting and important research area because there is an increasing need to
develop methods to analyze large amounts of sequence data efficiently.
A number of approaches have been investigated in the domain of sequence clustering. The clustering results can potentially reveal unknown object categories that
lead to a better understanding of the nature of the sequence, for example, discover
the unknown functions of a protein sequence. The nearest neighbor technique based
on edit distance is one of the preferred methods for sequence clustering [2, 24, 63, 93].
Given two sequences s\ and s 2) the edit distance between them is minimum number
of edit operations required to transform S\ into s2- Most commonly, the allowable
edit operations are insertion, deletion, or substitution of a single character. For these
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operations, edit distance is also called Levenshtein distance. Many existing sequence
clustering algorithms rely on such pairwise measure of similarity between sequences.
Usually, such a measure is effective if there are significantly informative patterns
in the sequences. However, it is difficult to define a meaningful pairwise similarity
measure if sequences are short and contain noise [88].

1.4

Personal bankruptcy prediction

Personal bankruptcy prediction has been of increasing concern in both the industry
and academic community, as bankruptcy results in significant losses to creditors. In
credit card portfolio management, bankruptcy prediction is a key measure to prevent
the accelerating losses resulting from personal bankruptcy. There were 90,610 personal bankruptcy cases (excluding proposals) in Canada in 2008 \ more than four
times the figure for 1988. The total personal bankruptcy debt in 2008 was $7,414 billion, whereas it was less than $1 billion in 1987. It is also reported in Industry Canada
that 87.4% of personal bankruptcy cases involved credit card debt, which is the most
frequently reported type of debt. To address this problem, besides carefully evaluating the creditworthiness of credit card applicants at the very beginning, credit card
issuers must make a greater effort to identify potential bad accounts whose owners
will go bankrupt over the life of the credit, because many clients whose creditworthiness was good when they applied for credit ultimately went bankrupt. From the
creditor's standpoint, the earlier bad accounts are identified, the lower the losses entailed, which can be seen in Figure 1.3. The figure is computed from our project data
(Master credit card data from one major Canadian bank), which shows the relationship between the debt of bankrupt accounts and the period before going bankrupt.
We can see that the debt of bankrupt accounts increases linearly when approaching
bankruptcy. However, early identification represents a greater challenge, which will
be illustrated in Chapter 5.
In our investigation, we aim to design a prediction system running on a credit
card data base, which is extensible, i.e., able to integrate existing prediction-capable
1

Industry Canada. Available: h t t p : / / w w w . i c . g c . c a / i c _ w p - p a . h t m
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Figure 1.3: The relationship between debt and period before bankruptcy
features, either from data mining or domain expertise (e.g., credit scores); it is also
readily comprehensible and can be used in industrial applications. The original purpose of our investigation was to complement existing prediction models, especially
the credit scoring models, by identifying the bad accounts they tended to miss.

1.5

Thesis contributions

The contributions of this thesis are outlined below:
• We formulize the task of clustering categorical data from an optimization perspective, and set the objective to optimize the objective function, which is the
sum of Chi-square error (SCE). Starting from this, we present the mathematical
derivation of the definition of cluster center for categorical data. For details,
see Chapter 2.
• We design a simple and systematic, yet efficient and effective divisive hierarchical clustering algorithm for categorical data, called DHCC, which is parameterfree, order-independent, and scalable to large data sets. We exploit a new data
presentation for categorical data, based on which we employ the Chi-square
statistic in a novel manner in dissimilarity calculation, making DHCC capable
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of seamlessly discovering clusters embedded in subspaces. The detailed design
of DHCC is presented in Chapter 2.
• We also view semi-supervised clustering of categorical data as a problem of
optimizing our defined objective function (SCE) subject to extra constraint,
and propose a systematic approach to deal with this problem. A novel semisupervised divisive hierarchical algorithm for clustering categorical data, named
SDHCC is described in Chapter 3.
• We propose a statistical model of sequence similarity. It is robust to noise and
suitable for categorical sequences. Based on the model, a novel model-based
if-means algorithm is designed for clustering categorical sequences and can be
adapted to ordinal sequences. The statistical model and the model-based Kmeans are described in Chapter 4.
• We design and implement a personal bankruptcy prediction system running on
a credit card data base. The system is extensible, being able to combine the
knowledge discovered by data mining and domain expertise. The bankruptcy
features are discovered by using our proposed techniques mentioned above. The
detailed implementation of the prediction is presented in Chapter 5.
Apart from the chapters mentioned above, Chapter 6 concludes the thesis and
presents the directions for future research.
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Chapter 2
Clustering Categorical Data
This chapter views the task of clustering categorical data from an optimization perspective and describes a novel divisive hierarchical clustering algorithm for categorical
data, named DHCC [89, 90]. We propose effective procedures to initialize and refine
the splitting of clusters. The initialization of the splitting is based on multiple correspondence analysis (MCA). We also devise a strategy for deciding when to terminate
the splitting process. The proposed algorithm has five merits. First, due to its hierarchical nature, our algorithm yields a dendrogram representing nested groupings of
patterns and similarity levels at different granularities. Second, it is parameter-free,
fully automatic and, in particular, requires no assumption regarding the number of
clusters. Third, it is independent of the order in which the data is processed. Fourth,
it is scalable to large data sets. And finally, our algorithm is capable of seamlessly
discovering clusters embedded in subspaces thanks to its use of a novel data representation and Chi-square dissimilarity measures.

2.1

Introduction

The DHCC algorithm is based on multiple correspondence analysis (MCA), a powerful factor analysis tool for categorical data which is widely used in the social and
behavioral sciences [1, 38, 39]. MCA has been employed in on-line analytical processing (OLAP) to reorganize a query result presented in the form of a data cube,
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in order to enhance visual representation of the cube [62]. This work inspired us to
design an efficient and effective algorithm for clustering categorical data based on
MCA. In DHCC, MCA plays an important role in analyzing the data globally to
perform initial bisection. To the best of our knowledge, DHCC is the first divisive
hierarchical algorithm for clustering categorical data [89].
A hierarchical clustering algorithm yields a dendrogram representing nested groupings of patterns and similarity levels at different granularities, which offers more
flexibility for exploratory analysis, and some studies suggest that hierarchical algorithms can produce better-quality clusters [46, 77]. Compared with agglomerative
approaches, divisive algorithms have received less investigation. However, recent research suggests that divisive algorithms outperform agglomerative algorithms in terms
of computational complexity and cluster quality [26, 95]. The divisive approach in hierarchical clustering is superior to the local computing-based agglomerative approach
because it allows global information on the data distribution to be taken into account
in detecting clusters.
A nice characteristic of DHCC is that it can discover clusters embedded in subspaces. In DHCC, the original categorical data set is represented in a Boolean vector
space, where each categorical value represents a dimension. Like the iterative topdown subspace clustering algorithm for numeric data [3, 13, 66], where the individual
attributes are weighted differently in each cluster to determine the subspace forming
the cluster, the similarity measure in our algorithm also treats the dimensions differently in each cluster, according to their association with the cluster. However, it does
not explicitly involve attribute-weight calculation to determine the subspace associated with each cluster, as do certain algorithms for numeric data [13] and categorical
data [34]. Thus, DHCC is capable of seamlessly discovering clusters embedded in
subspaces of the original data space.

2.2

Related work

In this section, we present and discuss existing methods for clustering categorical data.
With the upsurge in the amount of categorical data in many fields, the problem of
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automatically clustering large amounts of categorical data has become increasingly
important and has been widely investigated recently [5, 7, 15, 18. 27, 34, 35. 40. 45.
57, 72, 83, 92, 94]. However, each of the existing approaches suffers from one or more
of the following drawbacks, which have only been addressed efficiently for numerical
data clustering [32, 46, 50, 77]:
• The need to set input parameters, such as an assumed number of clusters.
Parameter-laden algorithms present several problems [50, 77]. It can be difficult
to tune the parameters, and even more challenging if a small change in the
parameters drastically changes the clustering results. This in turn makes the
use of such a method tricky in practical applications. Additionally, Keogh et
al. (2004) have established empirically that in the context of an anomalous
situation, parameters tuned to fit one data set completely fail to fit a new
but similar data set. Hence the conventional wisdom is that, for clustering
algorithms, "the fewer parameters, the better, ideally none" [50, 77].
• Dependence on the order in which the data is processed. For algorithms subject to this drawback, an object may be mistakenly assigned to a wrong cluster
because some prior objects have been 'inappropriately' processed. The COOLCAT algorithm [7] is an example of this. It is unreasonable for an algorithm
to output different - even drastically different - clustering results for the same
data set presented in a different processing order. A good algorithm should thus
be order-independent.
• High complexity, preventing some algorithms from being used on very large
data sets. The time complexity of some algorithms is quadratic with respect
to the number of objects n; the ROCK algorithm [40] is a case in point. To
solve the high-complexity problem, a sampling technique is employed as the
initialization step. First, the algorithm is run on the sample objects, which
have a much smaller scope in terms of quantity, and then the rest of objects
are assigned to the clusters generated from the sample objects. The quality
of clustering depends heavily on the samples, making the results unstable. For
example, if no object from a true cluster is sampled, then that cluster cannot be
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generated and all the objects from the cluster will be assigned inappropriately.
So a good algorithm should be scalable to large data sets.
Several existing mainstream algorithms used to cluster categorical data are presented and discussed as follows.
The ROCK algorithm presented in [40] extends the Jaccard coefficient similarity
measure by exploiting the concept of neighborhood: i.e., a pair of points Xt and Xj
are neighbors if sim(Xt,Xj)

> 9, where the function sim is the Jaccard coefficient.

The similarity between Xi and Xj is calculated based on links, i.e., the number
of neighbors Xi and Xj have in common. ROCK is an agglomerative hierarchical
clustering algorithm based on the extension of the pairwise similarity measure. Its
clustering performance, however, depends heavily on the threshold 9, and it is difficult
to make the right choice of 9 in practical applications. The time complexity of ROCK
is 0(n2 + nmmma + n2 log n), where mm is the maximum number of neighbors, ma is
the average number of neighbors and n is the number of objects for clustering. The
high complexity prevents the use of this algorithm on very large data sets.
Instead of using pairwise similarity measures, some extensions of the traditional Kmeans algorithm, such as the K-modes algorithms, seek to measure the similarity between an individual categorical object and a set of objects [27, 45, 72]. The definition
of similarity between an individual categorical object and a set of categorical objects
is more meaningful, especially when the clusters are well established. In the /C-modes
algorithms, the mean of a cluster is replaced by the mode to represent the cluster,
and the distance between an object and a model is redefined. For example, in [72],
a mode of a cluster is represented by Q = (qi, • • • ,qm) with qj = {(VJ, fV})\vj

G Dj},

where Vj is a categorical value of attribute Aj, whose domain is Dj, and /„ is the
relative frequency of category Vj within the cluster. The distance between an object
X and a cluster whose mode is Q is defined by d(X, Q) = 5Z^=i (1 — fx}), where fXj is
the relative frequency of category Xj in the cluster. The performance of the i\-modes
algorithms relies heavily on the initialization of the K modes.
The CACTUS algorithm [35] defines a cluster as a subset of the Cartesian product of the domains of all the attributes. Candidate clusters are expanded from interattribute summaries and intra-attribute summaries. The final clusters are determined
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by deleting false candidates, i.e., those with little support. The support threshold is
set to a times the expected support of the cluster under the attribute independence
assumption, where a is an important parameter which is difficult to tune. Additionally, this formalized definition of a cluster is based on the hypothesis that the clusters
are formed over the entire original data space. However, this is impractical for reallife data sets, as clusters are more likely to form in different subspaces in categorical
data. Therefore, CACTUS may fail in generating clusters in practice.
Some approaches apply information-theory concepts such as entropy in algorithm
design [7, 57]. The goal of these approaches is to seek an optimum grouping of the
objects such that the entropy is the smallest. The COOLCAT algorithm [7] employs
the notion of entropy in assigning unclustered objects. Given an initial set of clusters,
assignment of X% is done by choosing the cluster such that the entropy of the resulting
clustering is minimum. The incremental assignment finishes when every object has
been placed in some cluster. The order in which the objects are processed has a
definite impact on the clustering quality.
The agglomerative hierarchical clustering algorithm LIMBO [5] uses the information bottleneck method to build a Distributional Cluster Feature (DCF) tree. In
this process, a preliminary clustering is done and the statistical features are stored
in the leaf nodes of the DCF tree. The leaf nodes are then further clustered, using
an agglomerative hierarchical approach. The generation of the DCF tree is affected
by three parameters: the branching factor B, the maximum space bound S and the
maximum DCF entry size E.
Subspace clustering for categorical data has been studied in recent years. SUBCAD [34] is designed for clustering high-dimensional categorical data. The algorithm
exploits an objective function which combines compactness and separation measures
for both object relocation and subspace determination. SUBCAD consists of two
phases, initialization and optimization. In the initialization phase, a sampling technique is used to generate an initial grouping. In the optimization phase, relocation
is carried out to minimize the objective function, and if an object is relocated, the
two related clusters are updated immediately, including the occurrence numbers of
the categorical values and the associated subspaces. This incremental relocation may
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lead the clustering process to evolve differently for different processing orders, and
may ultimately result in different clustering results
Parameter-free approaches for clustering categorical data have had great appeal.
Cesario et al. (2007) propose a top-down parameter-free algorithm, AT-DC, for clustering categorical data. The algorithm consists of two procedures, splitting and stabilization. Based on the proposed clustering quality measure, the goal of both procedures is to yield improvement in the quality of the partition. The splitting of a
cluster Cp begins with two initial subclusters, one empty and the other containing
all the objects of C p , and then iteratively relocates the objects in Cp to improve the
quality according to the defined measure. The splitting procedure is followed by a
global refinement process like the /C-means; the iterative refinement is called the stabilization procedure. The algorithm terminates when no further improvement can be
achieved. The global refinement process destroys the hierarchical structure, which
makes AT-DC a partitional rather than a hierarchical algorithm. The algorithm has
the great appeal of being parameter-free; however, the processing order in both splitting and stabilization has impact on the clustering quality, which constitutes a major
drawback.
The drawbacks of these approaches are summarized in Table 2.1. It is worth
noting here that the algorithms with quadratic time complexity which use a sampling
technique in the original papers are considered non-scalable, because we are only
concerned with the inherent time complexity of these algorithms.
Algorithm
ROCK
CACTUS
/("-modes
COOLCAT
LIMBO
SUBCAD
AT-DC

Parameter-laden
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No

Order-dependent
No
No
No1
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Non-scalable
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
Yes
No

Table 2.1: Summary of the drawbacks of existing mainstream clustering algorithms
for categorical data
:

But also unstable because of the random initialization.
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2.3

Notation and definitions

We will now formally define the notation that will be used throughout this chapter and
Chapter 3. Let T — {Xi, X%, • • • , Xn} be a data set of a objects, where each object is
a multidimensional vector of m categorical attributes with domains D\, D2, • • • , Dm,
respectively. Clustering the data set T consists of dividing the n objects into several
groups, i.e., C = {Ci, C2, • • • , CK}, where each d ^ 0 (i = 1, • • • , A') is a cluster,
satisfying Cx U • • • U CK = T, C%: D Cj = 0, for all i, j = 1, • • • , A, i ^ j . For each
categorical value v G Dj, p(xj = v\Ci) represents the probability of Xj = v given
cluster C,. In our approach, this probability is estimated by the frequency of v in
cluster Ci.
The mathematical definitions of the other symbols used in this chapter are given
as follows. / denotes the identity matrix. 1 denotes the column vector of all ones in
matrix operation. The transpose of matrix A is AT. The trace of matrix A, which is
the sum of the elements on the main diagonal, is denoted by trace(A).

The vector

of row mass of matrix A is denoted as r, where each component i\ is the sum of
elements in row i. The vector of column mass, denoted as c, is defined similarly.
We also utilize row and column mass matrices in this chapter, which are defined as
diagonal matrices with mass elements of r and mass elements of c, respectively. If
A is a binary matrix, the row mass and column mass matrices can be written as
diag(AAT) and diag(ATA),

respectively.

Table 2.2 summarizes the main notation used in this chapter and Chapter 3.

2.4

MCA calculation on indicator matrix

In this section, we describe how to transform categorical data into an indicator matrix
and introduce the MCA calculation on the indicator matrix. The description of MCA
calculation is given here on the indicator matrix Z of the whole data set T. In our
divisive hierarchical clustering algorithm, the MCA calculation is performed on the
indicator matrix Z^

of each cluster Cp.

The categorical attributes of an input data set are transformed as described below
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Symbol
n
m
K
Z
Z(P)

A
V

J

\cP\

Description
Number of objects for clustering
Number of attributes
Number of clusters
Indicator matrix
Indicator matrix of cluster Cp
Domain of tth attribute
Categorical value
Total number of categorical values
Number of objects in cluster Cp
Left and right children (subclusters) of cluster Cp

Table 2.2: Summary of notation used in Chapter 2 and 3
in order to create the indicator matrix, denoted by Z, which is a Boolean disjunctive
table. Given the original categorical data set T, we denote the number of values for
the tth categorical attribute by \Dt\. For each attribute At of the original categorical
data, there are \Dt\ corresponding columns. Therefore, there will be J = ]T)£Li IAI
columns in Z to represent all the original attributes. Here identical values from
different attributes are treated as distinct. The indicator matrix Z is of order n x J,
with each element defined as follows:

{

1, if object Xi takes the j t h value ;
0,

otherwise.

Here the j t h (1 < j < J) categorical value corresponds to the j t h column of Z. In the
remainder of this thesis, we use Z* to denote categorical object A', according to the
indicator matrix data representation.
For each attribute, we expand its single original column to |D t | columns, each
categorical value taking one column. Of the \Dt\ columns, only one column corresponding to the categorical value takes the value 1, while the other columns take the
value 0. So the sum of each row of matrix Z is in. This unified data presentation for
categorical data also simplifies the following dissimilarity calculation. Furthermore,
the role played by each categorical value in forming clusters can be distinguished by
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giving them different weights, which can be easily implemented under our new data
presentation.
In the example below, a simple data set is used as a scenario to illustrate how the
original categorical data is transformed into an indicator matrix. In Table 2.3, there
are six categorical objects with three attributes, whose domains are D\ =

{a,b,c},

D2 = {a, b, c}, D3 = {a, b, c}, respectively. Table 2.4 illustrates the 9-column indicator
matrix of the data set in Table 2.3.
1
2
3
4
5
6

Dl
a
a
a
b
b
c

D2
a
c
a
b
b
b

D3
a
b
b
a
c
c

Table 2.3: Categorical data set scenario

a
1 1
2 1
3 1
4 0
5 0
6 0

Dl
b
0
0
0
1
1
0

c
0
0
0
0
0
1

a
1
0
1
0
0
0

D2
b
0
0
0
1
1
1

c
0
1
0
0
0
0

a
1
0
0
1
0
0

D3
b
0
1
1
0
0
0

c
0
0
0
0
1
1

Table 2.4: Indicator matrix of Table 2.3
An indicator matrix is thus a kind of redundant data representation. For each At,
we expand its single-column representation corresponding to the original attribute to
a |D4|-column representation where each column corresponds to one value of At. For
each object, only one of the \Dt\ columns corresponding to the categorical value takes
the value 1, while the other columns take the value 0. So the sum of each row of
matrix Z is the number of original attributes, m. This unified data presentation for
categorical data simplifies the subsequent dissimilarity calculation.
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As a special case of categorical data, transactional data can also be transformed
to an indicator matrix. Each item of a transaction is analogous to one categorical
attribute which can take two values indicating inclusion or non-inclusion of the item.
To build the indicator matrix, each such attribute is then transformed to two columns,
one corresponding to inclusion and the other to non-inclusion of the item. This is
called a symmetric transformation. Thus, if we suppose there are a total of d items
in the transaction data base, the indicator matrix of the transaction data will have
2d columns rather than d columns (asymmetric transformation of transaction data
results in a binary table with d columns). As the result of this transformation, each
row of the indicator matrix is guaranteed to have the same sum value, which is d. For
example, a transaction {a, c, d} over the full item set {a, b, c,d,e} is transformed to a
row of its indicator matrix with ten columns: the row is [1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1].
We exploit the standard approach [39] to MCA, i.e., applying a simple CA to the
indicator matrix Z. Since Z has a total sum of nm, which is the total number of
occurrences of all the categorical values, the correspondence matrix is P =

Z/nm.

Thus the vector of row mass of the correspondence matrix is r = ( l / n ) l , the row
mass matrix is Dr = (l/n)I; the column mass matrix is Dc = (l/nm)diag(ZTZ),

the

vector of column mass of the correspondence matrix can be written as c = Dc x 1.
Under the null hypothesis of independence [39], the expected value of pt] is rtc3, and
the difference between the observation and the expectation, called the residual value,
is ptJ — rxCj. Normalization of the residual value involves dividing the difference by
the square root of rtcr

So the standardized residuals matrix is written in matrix

notation as:
S = D-W (P - re*) D-W = v ^ ( ^

- ^ 1 1 T D C ) D-CV\

(2.1)

Hence, the singular value decomposition (SVD) to compute the residuals matrix (2.1)
is as follows:
v ^ (—

\nm
T

- - 1 1 T D C ^ D:1'2 = UHVr)

n

(2.2)

J

T

where U U = V V = I. E is a diagonal matrix with singular values in descending
order: &i > cr2 > • • • > a3 > 0, where s is the rank of the residuals matrix. The
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columns of U are called the left singular vectors, and those of V, the right singular
vectors. The left singular vectors U give us the scale values for the n objects, while the
right singular vectors V give us the scale values for the J categorical values. In CA,
they are called principal coordinates of rows and principal coordinates of columns,
denoted as follows:
Principal coordinates of rows:
F =

D:1/2UE

G =

D71/2VE

Principal coordinates of columns:

The principal coordinates of the rows and columns can be plotted in the same coordinate system, as shown in Section 2.6.1. This graphical representation, called a
symmetric map, illustrates the pattern of association between rows and columns. To
avoid numerical overflow caused by l/nm when n and m are very large values, the
standardized residuals matrix (2.1) can be written in an equivalent form as:

S=(zwhere Dc = dlay (ZTZ).

-11 T D C J (mbcYl/2

,

(2.3)

The equivalent transformation also simplifies the calcula-

tion.
The MCA calculation on the residuals matrix (2.3) provides an effective way to
measure the association among the objects. The sum of squared elements of the
standardized residuals matrix, called total inertia in correspondence analysis, is as
follows:
V ^ V % 2 _ V^ y ^ (zv ~ zj/n)
2-^Z^'v
Z^Z^
mz
%

j

where z 3 = ]T^ ztJ, ]T\

i

~zjl

j

j

_

1 V^ V^ (zv ~ z-j/n)
in
mnZ^Z-j
z
i

j

(2 4)

•"

*s *"ne Chi-square statistic measuring the association

between each object Zt and the set of objects T from the perspective of correspondence
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analysis, while from the perspective of clustering, it is a distance measure between Z,
and T, i.e., the Chi-square distance dChi(Zi,T).

Thus Formula (2.4) can be written

as follows:

EE4
i

(2-5)

= ^E'W^,T).

j

i

Thus the total inertia can be explained as the average of the Chi-square distances
between objects and the data set. The total inertia can also be expressed in the
following form:
s

E

E

i

j

4 = trace(SiF) = traced) = £

a]

(2.6)

i

From (2.5) and (2.6) we can see that the average of the Chi-square distances is
equivalent to the sum of the eigenvalues from the MCA calculation. In MCA, an
eigenvalue a2 represents the amount of inertia that reflects the relative importance of
the transformed dimension. The first dimension always explains the largest portion of
the variance, and the second explains the largest portion of the remaining unexplained
variance, etc. In divisive hierarchical clustering, the goal of splitting a cluster is to
lower the variance within the resulting subclusters, which consists of lowering the
average of the Chi-square distance, or equivalently, the sum of the eigenvalues from
the MCA standpoint. We will further explain the relationship between MCA and
clustering categorical data in Section 2.6.1.

2.5

Optimization perspective for clustering categorical data

In this section, we formalize the general problem of clustering n categorical objects
into K groups, which is defined in Section 2.3, from an optimization perspective.
We propose an objective function, and calculate the cluster center by optimizing the
objective function.
We exploit Chi-square distance between a single object and a set of objects to
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define the objective function.

We argued previously that in some situations, the

similarity defined between a single object and a set of objects is more meaningful
than pairwise similarity, especially when there is no significant comparison that can
be used to define pairwise similarity in cluster analysis [7, 88], as in the example
given in Section 2.1. Furthermore, MCA calculation on the indicator matrix involves
a measure of the Chi-square dissimilarity between a single object and a set of objects,
so we set the objective of clustering categorical data set T into K groups so as to
minimize the following objective function, i.e., the sum of Chi-square error (SCE):
K

SCE^Y. Y, dcht(Zt,Ck),

(2.7)

fc=i zteCk

where dch%{Zi- Ck) is the Chi-square distance between object Z, and cluster Ck, which
is defined as follows:
dCht(Z>,Ck) = T{zWk>)2.

(2.8)

Here /J,kj(l < J < J) is the j t h element of the cluster center of cluster Ck, and object
Zz is in cluster Ck.
The cluster center can be determined by optimizing the objective function (2.7),
from which, the cluster center of cluster Ck in (2.8) is defined as the square root of
the frequency of the categorical value in the cluster, i.e.,
Hkj = ^p{v3\Ck)

= (jg-^

where v3 is the j t h categorical value, z3 = Ylztec zv ^

,
1S w o r

(2.9)
t h noting that when

fikj = 0, {zXJ — (ikj) must be zero as ztJ must be zero: in this case, (ztJ — fikj) /(ikj =
0. We give the derivation below. It shows how the cluster center defined in (2.9) can
be mathematically derived when the distance measure is defined as in (2.8) and the
objective is to minimize the SCE defined in (2.7).
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Specifically, the SCE function is written as

LLkj

fc=i zteck j=i

We solve for the tth element of p t h cluster center // pf (l < t < J) which minimizes
equation (2.10) by differentiating the SCE, setting it equal to 0. The derivation is as
follows:
-^—SCE

=

Ofht

d

y

y

OHvt t[
=

y

(^j - ^k3)

*£k ^

/%

ST^ ST" V ^ d (ZIJ ~ A*fcj)

d

z^cP h

^

^

Under the hypothesis of independence of the dimensions (the same as the null hypothesis of independence in MCA), we get
d

{zit~Vpt?
0 SCE= y 0
dfipt
fipt
oupt
££, ofipt
fipt
2 (A*P« — zlt) fJ-pt — {l-ipt ~ ztt)
cnip - ST

d

Zt€Cp

^
2

Z

z,ecp V

;

V
1/2

J:(I4)..^.I^^.(IE<)
ztecp\

VptJ

ICPI

z.€C p

yC^z,ecp

J

As zlt is a Boolean variable having value 0 or 1, z\t = zlt , npt= \ T^-J ^2Zl€C

1/2

z

*t)

Thus, the prototype of the cluster in categorical data is represented by the square
root of the mean of the indicator matrix of the cluster.
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2.6

The D H C C algorithm

A detailed description of DHCC is given in this section. In contrast to the agglomerative approach, DHCC starts with an all-inclusive cluster containing all the categorical
objects, and repeatedly chooses one cluster to split into two subclusters. A binary
tree is employed to represent the hierarchical structure of the clustering results, in a
way similar to that used in conventional hierarchical clustering algorithms [26, 95].
Additionally, in this section, we explain why DHCC can discover clusters embedded
in subspaces.
In DHCC, splitting a cluster Cp involves finding a suboptimal (if not optimal) solution to the optimization problem on the data set Cp with A'=2. The overall scheme
of DHCC is given in the algorithm in Figure 2.1. The core of the DHCC algorithm
is the bisection procedure, which consists of two phases, preliminary splitting (step
3) and refinement (step 4). The algorithm iteratively chooses a leaf cluster to split,
unless no leaf cluster can be split to further improve clustering quality. The quality
measure will be presented in Section 2.6.3.
Algorithm: Scheme of DHCC
1. Transform the original categorical data into indicator matrix Z.
2. Initialize a binary tree with a single root holding all the objects.
3. Choose one leaf cluster Cp to split into two clusters C^ and CJ?
based on MCA calculation on the indicator matrix Z^p\
4. Iteratively refine the objects in clusters C^ and Cp.
5. Repeat steps (3) and (4) until no leaf cluster can be split to
improve the clustering quality.
Figure 2.1: Scheme of DHCC
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2.6.1

Preliminary splitting

In each bisection step, we initialize the splitting based on MCA. From formulas (2.5)
and (2.6) we can see that minimizing the objective function (2.7) in a bisection involves maximally decreasing the total inertia of the standardized residuals matrices of
the two resulting subclusters. As the first dimension of the transformed space based
on MCA accounts for the largest proportion of the total inertia, splitting a cluster
based on the first dimension can efficiently generate a preliminary bisection toward
the optimization of the objective function.
Preliminary splitting is performed as follows. To bisect cluster Cp with \CP\ objects, we apply MCA on the indicator matrix Z^

of order \CP\ x J from the \CP\

objects to get the principal coordinates of rows, i.e., F ( p \ The object Zx whose first
coordinate F8\p) < 0 (or [74l < 0) goes to the left child of Cp, which is denoted by
Cp. and the object Zt whose first coordinate F t j > 0 (or U^ > 0) goes to the right
child of Cp, which is denoted by Cp. In this phase, MCA plays an important role in
analyzing the data globally, and the variance and data distribution of the objects are
thus taken into account in the preliminary bisection.
Why do we use only one dimension of the transformed space based on MCA to
perform the preliminary bisection? Apart from the computational efficiency consideration, our concern is that other (less significant) dimensions may account for variance
that is unlikely to be of interest in clustering, especially for the dimensions of lower
inertia. Inappropriate involvement of these dimensions may result in adverse preliminary splitting. Take the data for the scenario in Table 2.3 for example. Clearly,
the first 3 objects should be grouped together, as they are associated by the first
attribute, having the common value 'a'; and the last 3 objects should likewise be
grouped together, as they are associated by the second attribute, having the common
value 'b'. The variance for the third attribute should be discarded in the clustering
analysis. The symmetric map of the scenario data is given in Figure 2.2. The x-axis
accounts for 46.2% of the total inertia, and the two clusters can be separated correctly on this dimension. The categorical value 'a' on the third attribute has a large
value on the y-axis, which accounts for 25% of the total inertia; however, it does not
contribute to distinguish the two clusters as it appears once in both clusters. Division
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according to the most significant dimension is very simple. It will be shown in our
experiment that the simple preliminary division works well for clustering categorical
data in DHCC.
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Figure 2.2: Symmetric correspondence analysis map of scenario data

2.6.2

Refinement

The refinement phase attempts to improve the quality of the bisection by relocating
the objects from the cluster being split. After the preliminary bisection, for each
object from the parent cluster Cp, the refinement phase tries to improve the splitting
quality by finding which subcluster, Cp or Cp, is more suitable.
For computational efficiency, some cluster features associated with each cluster Cp
are maintained. One such feature is the J-dimensional vector of occurrence numbers
of all the categorical values, denoted as op; the other is the number of objects in the
cluster, i.e., \CP\. Each element of op, conveniently represented here by z 3, is the
occurrence number of the j t h categorical value. The j t h element of cluster center can
be calculated as /J.P3 = \/z3/\Cp\,

which in turn can be used to calculate the Chi-

square distance if the object Zt is in cluster Cp. If Zt is not in C p , then the center
for Chi-square distance is computed as \iV3 = \J{z3 + zl3)/(\Cp\ + 1), since, similar
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to the Chi-square statistic in (2.4), the Chi-square distance in (2.8) also requires that
the individual object be a member of the set. Thus when calculating the dissimilarity
between an object Zx and cluster Cp, where Z, is not in C p , we should temporarily
place Zj in cluster C p , using op + Zx as category occurrence feature and \CP\ + 1 as
the number of objects in the cluster.
The iterative refinement of Cp and Cp proceeds as in the algorithm in Figure 2.3.
Algorithm: Refine the preliminary bisection
1. Calculate the cluster features of Cp and Cp, i.e., op \Cp\ and
2. For each object Z2 in Cp
\idChx{Zl,C*)<dChl{Zl,CvL),
move Zt to Cf.
< = of - Zt; \C*\ = |C*| - 1;
For each object Z, in Cp

oJ = oJ + Z t ;|Cj| = |<#| + l;
iidcht(Zt,C£)<dCto(Zt,C?),
°p = °p ~~ ^%i l ^ p ' = l ^ p 1

—

move Z% t o CLV.
^'

3. Update the cluster features of o p ,

\ci\ andoj,

|C«|.

4. Repeat steps (2) and (3) until the membership no longer
changes.
Figure 2.3: Algorithm of refining the preliminary bisection

2.6.3

Termination of splitting process

When to terminate the splitting process is one of the key issues in divisive hierarchical clustering algorithms. Our aim is to design a parameter-free algorithm, so the
conventional methods do not work for us, as either the number of clusters K or an
ad-hoc stopping threshold is needed in these methods [26, 95]. Recent studies have
proposed a "knee" approach to find the right number of clusters, which involves examining the 'number of clusters vs. clustering evaluation metric' graph to spot the
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number at which there is a knee [71]. Such an approach requires considerable extra
splitting to locate where the knee is. Additionally, it depends on the data distribution
(in numeric data) and the right choice of evaluation metric [77].
We seek a global clustering quality measure for determining whether a cluster
should be split or not. The SCE objective function in Section 2.5 does not work for
this purpose due to a property it shares with the SSE (sum of squared error) in the
K-means, i.e., the optimal value of the objective function decreases monotonically
with increasing K [26]. In fact, both the SCE and SSE objective functions measure
only the "compactness" of the clusters. Therefore, using the SCE objective function
as a validity index would result in creation of the whole hierarchical tree, as DHCC
always improves the compactness when it splits a cluster. A suitable validity index
should make a good trade-off between compactness and separation [76].
In this chapter, we propose a practical validity index based on a combination of
compactness, measured by entropy, and separation, measured by cluster size. The
compactness (also called homogeneity) of a cluster is closely linked to the concept of
entropy [7]; thus we use the information gain, i.e., the decrease in the uncertainty
about the occurrences of the categorical values when separating a subset from the
whole data, to measure the compactness of cluster Cp. The compactness of Cp is
measured as follows:
Q(CP) = 1 ^ (^P^lC^logp^C,)

~J^p(o3\T)logp(v3\T))

(2.11)

where p{v\T) is the frequency of v over the whole data set. Splitting a cluster always
increases the homogeneity of the two resulting subclusters, as Q(CP) < Q(Cp) +
Q(Cp) always holds, 2 but in turn decreases the separation between the two subclusters when the splitting goes deeper. Thus we incorporate cluster size as a separation
factor to balance compactness and separation in the validity index, which is defined
2

This is intuitive, as merging clusters always increases disorderliness. A strict proof is provided
in [18].
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as:

Q{C) = J2 ^Q{Cr)

(2.12)

c,ec
The validity index in (2.12) is used to implement step 5 of the algorithm in Figure
2.1 (scheme of DHCC). All the leaf clusters are subject to splitting. The leaf clusters
can be chosen either through a depth-first or a breadth-first search scheme. If splitting
a leaf node leads to improvement of clustering quality, the split is justified; otherwise,
the leaf node is a final cluster. The splitting is terminated when no leaf cluster can be
split to increase the global clustering quality. The clusters which are not involved in
the splitting, whose contribution remains the same before and after it, can be ignored
in determining whether the splitting is justified. That is, if the splitting of cluster Cp
satisfies Q ({Cp}) < Q ({Cp. CJ?}), it is justified; otherwise, it is not.

2.6.4

Subspace clustering

In this section, we explain why DHCC is capable of discovering clusters embedded
in different subspaces. Variable selection and weighting have been widely used for
subspace clustering for numeric data [3, 13, 44]. In what is known as soft projected
clustering [59], each variable is assigned a weight for each cluster in order to weigh
their relevance/contribution to the cluster structure. Determining meaningful and
effective values for these weights is a major difficulty that the soft projected clustering
algorithms have to overcome.
In DHCC, categorical attributes are also weighted. This is accomplished naturally by the use the Chi-square distance. The weighting scheme in the Chi-square
distance differs from the weighting methods for numeric data in that the weights in
the Chi-square distance are an intrinsic part of the distance measure. Moreover, the
weights in DHCC act directly on categorical values rather than on the attributes.
This allows us to more precisely control the effect of each attribute on the cluster
structure formatting. Indeed, if we view the Chi-square distance as a weighted Euclidean distance, then the weight on the j t h value (dimension of Z) in cluster Ct is
/a"1. Remember that \iXJ is the cluster center of cluster Ct, which is the square root of
the frequency of the j t h value. Thus, the dimension corresponding to the rarer value
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Mammal

Non-mammal

Figure 2.4: Incidence matrix of bisection of Zoo
is weighted more heavily. In other words, DHCC favors frequent categorical values
while tending to reject rare values.
To illustrate; how DHCC is capable of subspace clustering and how the refinement
step improves the preliminary bisection, we will now look at a simple example, using
the Zoo data from the UCI Machine Learning Repository 3. The Zoo data set has
101 objects with 16 categorical attributes, 15 of them Boolean-valued and 1 multivalued. The data set has class labels dividing the animals into 7 different families.
The 15 Boolean-valued attributes indicate whether an object does or does not possess
such features as having hair, having feathers, laying eggs, being aquatic, etc. The
multi-valued attribute is the number of legs, and the domain is {0, 2, 4, 5, 6, 8}. So,
the number of categorical values is J=36. The clusters resulting from one division
are illustrated by the incidence matrix graph shown in Figure 2.4. The matrix has
21 columns, representing the 15 Boolean attributes and the 6 values for number of
legs. If the animal represented by row i has the feature represented in column j , then
there is a dash at the position (i,j).
Figure 2.4 illustrates the final results of DHCC in dividing the whole data set
into two clusters. In the preliminary step of this division, the 41 mammalian animals
3

UCI Machine Learning Repository. Available: h t t p : / / a r c h i v e . i c s . u c i . e d u / m l /
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and the tuatara (which belongs to the reptile family) are grouped together, and the
other 59 animals are grouped together. The refinement step reassigns the tuatara
from the mammal cluster to the non-mammal cluster. The top part of the incidence
matrix, down to the horizontal solid line in the middle, represents the mammal family
(cluster), whereas the bottom part represents the non-mammal family (cluster). And
the tuatara, now in non-mammal, is represented in the last row. From Figure 2.4
we can see that the third (if lays eggs) and fourth (if produces milk) attributes are
strongly associated with the subspaces of the structure of both mammal and nonmammal clusters. The mammal cluster "rejects" the tuatara, in the refinement step,
because it takes rare values on the third and fourth attributes, i.e., lays eggs but does
not produce milk. After refinement, the platypus, represented in the first row, remains
in the mammal cluster although it lays eggs because it has hair (first attribute) and
produces milk, which are strongly rejected by the non-mammal cluster.

2.6.5

Algorithm analysis

The time complexity of the DHCC algorithm is linear with respect to the number
of objects. For each bisection step, preliminary division consumes more time than
refinement. Suppose that the final clustering tree is balanced, the time complexity of
refinement operation for the whole algorithm is 0(ijjnJ log K), where ip is the average
number of iterations for refinement at all bisections. Thus the refinement operation
has linear time complexity with respect to n when other factors ip and J are treated as
constants. The time consumed for preliminary division is taken primarily by the SVD
computation. Determining the exact SVD of an n x J matrix has a time complexity of
0 ( n J m i n ( n , J)). Faster SVD algorithms have been proposed in recent years [14, 29],
lowering the complexity to 0(nJr)

for r < ^/min(n, J), where r is the rank of the

indicator matrix. So each preliminary division is scalable to very large data set,
where r mainly depends on J. Finally, combining the linear time complexities for
both phases of bisection, strictly speaking, with some restriction on ip and J, the
time complexity of the whole DHCC algorithm is linear with respect to the number
of the objects for clustering, so DHCC is scalable for very large data sets.
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The DHCC algorithm is independent of the order in which the data is processed.
Neither the preliminary splitting nor the refinement phase involves any operation that
depends on the order. This is not the case for many other algorithms. The incremental (re)location

4

process used in [7, 15, 34], in which the centroid or model of the

cluster is updated immediately after relocation of an object, results in the clustering results being sensitive to the processing order. Different processing orders cause
the clustering to evolve differently, which may ultimately lead to different clustering
results. Besides the (re)location process, other operations also cause the algorithm
to be sensitive to the processing order, such as the splitting process in AT-DC [15]
and the initialization process in COOLCAT [7] and SUBCAD [34]. In DHCC, in
the preliminary splitting phase, the coordinates of rows, which are the output of the
MCA calculation used to perform preliminary splitting, are not affected by the order.
The refinement phase runs like the traditional i\-means algorithm; that is, the cluster
centers are updated at the end of each iteration, so the iterative refinement procedure
is also independent of the order. The DHCC algorithm is thus order-independent.

2.7

Experimental results

In this section, we perform an extensive comparison of DHCC with some mainstream
algorithms, on both real and synthetic data.

With the source code of the SVD

5

algorithm available on the Web . DHCC is quite simple to implement. As there
is no parameter imposed in the algorithm and it is order-independent, DHCC can
be evaluated objectively. We compare DHCC with five mainstream algorithms: Kmodes [72], COOLCAT [7], SUBCAD [34], CACTUS

6

[35] and AT-DC [15]. It is

reported in [15] that AT-DC outperforms most of the existing algorithms, so the
comparison with AT-DC extends our comparison to other existing algorithms. As
both the real-life and synthetic data we used have class labels, the algorithms can be
4

The COOLCAT [7] algorithm terminates when all the objects are clustered without calling the
relocation process.
5
ALGLIB, SVD code. Available: h t t p : / / w w w . a l g l i b . n e t / m a t r i x o p s / g e n e r a l / s v d . p h p
6
As CACTUS was unable to generate clusters on almost all the data sets in our experiment, its
results do not appear in the comparison.
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evaluated objectively on how well they discover the natural structure of the data.

2.7.1

Quality measures

Evaluating the quality of clustering results is a challenge, as there is no consistent and
unique way (such as using the precision measure in classification) to do it [77, 84]. As
an exploratory data analysis method, each different clustering algorithm defines its
own type of cluster, which leads to various evaluation measures. Often, these measures
conflict with each other: a good clustering according to one measure may be evaluated
poorly by the other measures. The existing quality measures are classified into the
following three types [77]:
Unsupervised: when the clustering results are evaluated without referring to external information. The measure tends to determine how closely related the
objects in a cluster are, or how well-separated a cluster is from other clusters;
Supervised: when the clustering results are evaluated according to an external structure. The measure determines how well the clustering structure matches externally supplied class labels;
Relative: when the clustering results from different algorithms on the same data set
are compared.
In our performance evaluation, we adopt measures of all three types. The supervised measure adopted is normalized mutual information (NMI). Wu et al. (2009)
have established empirically and theoretically that NMI, which is equivalent to normalized variation of information, is one of the most suitable quality measures. NMI is
more appropriate on data with imbalanced distributions, does not necessarily improve
when the number of clusters increases (as purity and entropy do), and additionally, is
sensitive to change in the clustering results (making it suitable to measure the stability of the clustering algorithm). The unsupervised measure named Category Utility
(CU), which is commonly used to evaluate the clustering quality of categorical data
[5, 7, 27], is also used in our performance evaluation. Definitions of these measures
are given below.
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NMI estimates how much information a cluster label can tell about the class, i.e.,
the extent to which the clustering structure exactly matches the external classification.
It is defined as

NMI

= WOH«U)/2

<2 13)

'

where O is the random variable denoting the external class label of the objects and P
is the random variable denoting the cluster label generated by the clustering algorithm
for the same objects; 1(0; P) = H(0) — H(0\P)

is the mutual information between

O and P; H(0) and H(P) are the Shannon entropy of O and P respectively, and
H(0\P) is the conditional entropy of O given P. Normalization of mutual information
by the average entropy of the variables of class and cluster labels keeps the value of
NMI between 0 and 1. The ideal value for NMI is 1, meaning an exact match of the
clustering structure and the external class structure, i.e., the K is the same as the
number of classes, and all the clusters are pure with respect to the distribution of the
classes. If the NMI

value is 0, then the distribution of the objects in each cluster

will tend to be the same as that in the whole data set, which means that clustering
has been done randomly.
Category Utility (CU) is defined as
\C I

m

cu(o = E ^ E E Rpfo = * ) ) ' - (pfo = vir))2]
ctec

(2-14)

j=i veDj

where p(xj = v\Ci) > 0. The CU measures the difference between the frequency of
the categorical value in a cluster and the frequency of the same values in the whole
set of objects. A higher CU value indicates a better clustering result, as a good
partition of the data should increase the intra-cluster homogeneity, that is, the sum
of the frequency of the categorical values in clusters should be higher than the sum
of the frequency of the same values over in the whole data set. The optimal value of
CU increases monotonically with increasing K (K = |C|); hence, different clustering
results should have the same K for comparison via CU to make sense.
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2.7.2

Synthetic data

We used synthetic data sets to evaluate both the clustering quality and the scalability
of DHCC. The synthetic data sets were obtained using a synthetic data generator
available on the Web 7 . We generated four different data sets with different numbers of
attributes (m=5, 10, 15, 20), with J = 9 , 16, 38, 57 respectively; each data set contains
1000 objects belonging to three different classes. The class labels are generated by
conjunctive rules formed in the dimensionality of the subspace, i.e., x s i = a\ A xs2 =
a2 A • • • => Class = ,s, .s £ {1, 2, 3}. The class rules of the four data sets are shown in
Table 2.5. To discover the true clusters, the clustering algorithm should be capable
of subspace clustering.
C\ <= £1,2,3,4,5 = (b, a, a, c, a)

m =5

C2 <= -£'1,2,3,4,5 = (b, a. a, a, b)
C 3 <= £1,2,3,4,5 = (a, a, a, b, a)
C\ •$= £1,4,5,7,9,10 = (a, a, a, c, b, a)

m = 10

C2 *= £6,7,9,10 = (a, e, a, a )
C 3 <= £1,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10 = (a, a, a, a, b, e, a, a, a)
C\ <= £4,6,7 = (b, a, b)

m = 15

C2 •<= £2,3,4,5,7,9,10,11,14,15 = (^i b, b. a, a, c, a, b, a, a)
C 3 <= £1,2,4,5,7,8,12 = (a, b, c, 6, b, a, a)
C\ <= £9,13,15,17 = (d, b, b, a)

m = 20

C2 <= £5,9,18,19 = (b, e, d, a)
Cz <= £1,6,8,9,13,18,19 = (a, 6, c, a, e, a )

Table 2.5: Class rules of synthetic data
The clusters discovered by DHCC on the four synthetic data sets exactly fit the
natural classification, so the NMI values of the four clustering results are 1. The
comparisons with AT-DC, COOLCAT, SUBCAD and tf-modes in terms of NMI
are shown in Figure 2.5; those by CU are shown in Table 2.6. For the /T-modes,
COOLCAT and SUBCAD algorithms, which need K to be supplied, we simply set
K = 3. For COOLCAT and SUBCAD, to make sure they produce the best results,
we used the entire set as a sample. AT-DC uses a strategy to deal with the problem
of order-dependence, and the strategy was exploited in our implementation. As these
7

Data Generator. Available: http://www.datasetgenerator.com/.
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algorithms are either initialization-dependent or order-dependent, we ran each of them
10 times with different initializations and processing orders, the 10 processing orders
being the original order, the reversed original order, the order associated with class
labels and seven random orders. As their results are unstable on different orders and
initializations, we give three results on each data set: the best, the worst and the
average for each algorithm. In Figure 2.5, the vertical line covers the range from
the minimum to the maximum value of NMI, and the horizontal line represents the
average value. In Table 2.6, the three values of CU appear in the first, second and
third rows in the section for each data set. If the algorithm is stable on a data set,
the corresponding results are given in one row. Because the two quality measures,
NMI and CU, are not always consistent with each other, the clustering output that
yields the best NMI value may not be the same one that yields the best CU value
for a given algorithm. The same is true for the worst value. The average result is the
mean of the measured values from the 10 runs.

DHCC
AT-DC

ra=5
2.226
2.226

COOLCAT

2.226

SUBCAD

2.226

K-modes

2.226
0.773
1.62

m=10
1.307
n/a
1.307
0.786
0.997
1.307
0.288
0.976
1.236
0.339
0.833

m=15
3.042
3.183(tf=4)
2.887
1.423
2.625
3.042
1.927
2.931
1.866
0.968
1.755

m=20
2.877
3.139(K=5)
2.756
1.056
2.343
2.877
0.970
2.438
1.672
1.468
1.576

Table 2.6: Comparison of DHCC in terms of CU on synthetic data
From Figure 2.5 and Table 2.6, it can be seen that DHCC outperforms the other algorithms on the synthetic data. AT-DC is unstable on data set m=10: even though it
adopts a strategy to deal with order-dependence, it generates quite different numbers
of clusters from different processing orders, varying from 2 to 8. It is not meaningful to compare and calculate the average of these CU values for different K, as CU
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Figure 2.5: Comparison of DHCC in terms of NMI on synthetic data
is closely related to K: hence the "n/a" in the cell for AT-DC on data set m=10
in Table 2.6. AT-DC obtains the highest CU on data sets m=15 and m=20; this
is because AT-DC generates 4 clusters on m=15 and 5 clusters on m=20, and CU
tends to increase when more clusters are generated. All the algorithms except the
.ftT-modes can stably discover the true classification on data set m=5, because of its
low dimensionality and the simple structure of the data (the 3 clusters are formed on
the whole space). AT-DC, COOLCAT, SUBCAD and K'-modes perform poorly on
data set m=10 in terms of both average quality and stability because the classes are
defined on subspaces with quite different dimensionalities, as can be seen in Table
2.5: Class C2 is formed in a small subspace, while Class C3 is defined over almost
the whole space. SUBCAD, which is designed for subspace clustering, is the only
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algorithm except DHCC that can correctly discover the true structure of all the synthetic data sets. AT-DC is also capable of subspace clustering [15], generating pure
clusters on data sets m=15 and m=20, but it finds more than the true number of
clusters (classes). Both SUBCAD and COOLCAT are very sensitive to the processing
order; for these two algorithms, an 'improper' order can lead to very poor clustering
in our experiment. Furthermore, AT-DC is unstable in some cases (such as the data
set m=10) even though it adopts a strategy to deal with order-dependence. In most
cases, the K-modes obtains poor clustering results. Additionally, it is very sensitive
to the initialization in our experiments. As for CACTUS, no cluster can be generated
on the four data sets when the support threshold ratio a (a > 1) is set to 2, or a value
between 2 and 3, as suggested in Ganti et al. (1999). When a is set to 1.2, three
clusters are generated on data set m=5, exactly fitting the external classes; however,
no cluster is generated on the other three data sets; this is because the clusters are
formed in subspaces in these three data sets.
The following scalability test on DHCC confirms that DHCC has linear time
complexity with respect to the number of objects for clustering and the total number
of categorical values. Note that the complexity of DHCC involves a product of n and
J; here we consider a single dimension while treating the other as a constant. DHCC
was implemented in C + + and executed on an Intel Core 2 Duo desktop processor
with 2 Gbytes of memory and 2.66 GHz of clock speed. To test the scalability with
respect to the number of objects, we generated four data sets with m=lO, complying
with the rules of the synthetic data set m=10. The sizes of the four data sets are 103,
104, 105 and 106, respectively. To test the scalability with respect to J, we generated
four other data sets with m=10, 100, 1000 and 10000 and J = 2m; each of these
data sets contains 1000 objects belonging to two different classes. We also compared
DHCC with the scalable algorithm AT-DC for execution time. The AT-DC used here
is the version without object sorting to deal with order sensitivity.
Figure 2.6 presents the efficiency of DHCC and AT-DC on data sets of varying
size. It can be seen that the gap between DHCC and AT-DC widens as the size of the
data set increases. DHCC is more efficient than AT-DC when the data set is really
large (for example, when it reaches 106 as in our experiment). This is mainly due to
40

the fact that the number of iterations of AT-DC in the cluster-splitting step increases
linearly with increasing data size, as shown in Cesario et al. (2007), whereas in DHCC,
the number of iterations in the refinement step is independent of the data size, as the
majority of objects are assigned to the correct subcluster in the preliminary splitting
by MCA. Another fact underlying the linear performance in Figure 2.6 is that DHCC
still generates three clusters, exactly fitting the true class structure, on the four large
sets. Thus the influence of K on execution time, which is logK, is a constant for
each case. Figure 2.6 demonstrates that DHCC is perfectly scalable with data size
(treating m as a constant).

101

10*

10'

106

Figure 2.6: Scalability with respect to data size
Figure 2.7 demonstrates the scalability of DHCC with respect to dimensionality.
As DHCC operates on the indicator matrix in both the preliminary splitting and
the refinement steps, the time complexity with respect to rn is directly linked to J.
Fortunately, the domain size of categorical attribute is normally not very large; otherwise, it typically does not contain useful information for classification [35]. Figure 2.7
shows that both DHCC and AT-DC behave linearly with respect to m, and AT-DC
performs better than DHCC in terms of scalability with dimensionality. The linear
time complexity with respect to m (treating n as a constant) makes it possible to
apply DHCC to extremely high-dimensional categorical data (such as the Internet
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Ads data in Section 2.7.3).
- e - DHCC
-•p- AT-DC
Tune (in seconds)

Figure 2.7: Scalability with respect to dimensionality

2.7.3

Real-life data

DHCC was further evaluated on real-life data. Besides the Zoo data set, the other
three data sets used for evaluation are the Congressional Voting Records, Mushroom
and Internet Advertisements sets from the UCI Machine Learning Repository. A
description of each data set follows.
The Congressional Voting Records data set ( Votes) includes votes by each member
of the U.S. House of Representatives on 16 issues. It has 435 objects with the label
'Republican' or 'Democrat', of which 168 are Republican and 267 are Democrat. The
16 issues correspond to 16 attributes with the value of 'Yes', 'No', or '?' (for missing
values or abstentions). The value '?' is treated the same as the other values, so the
number of categorical values is ,7=48.
The Mushroom data set contains 8124 objects (3916 poisonous and 4208 edible),
with 22 attributes. All the attributes are categorical, describing the physical characteristics (color, size, shape, etc.) of a single mushroom. The 'missing' value is treated
as a separate categorical value, the same as the others, for each attribute, and the
number of categorical values is J=117.
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The Internet Advertisements data set (Internet Ads) contains 3279 objects representing a set of possible advertisements on Web pages. The original data have 1558
attributes, 3 continuous and 1555 Boolean. We use only the 1555 Boolean attributes.
These attributes encode features from the url, origurl, ancurl, alt and caption terms.
Each object is labeled either 'ad' or 'non-ad'. This is an unbalanced data set, as only
459 objects are advertisements and most are non-ads. The occasional missing values
that occur are treated as '0', and thus the number of categorical values is J=3110.
This data poses a greater challenge due to its high dimensionality and unbalanced
character.
Tables 2.7, 2.8, 2.9 and 2.10 show the clustering results of DHCC on the four data
sets, in the form of contingency tables, where the clusters are labeled using prefix
code. These contingency tables demonstrate the great capability of DHCC to identify
the natural structure. For the Zoo data, the mammal and non-mammal families are
well separated at the first bisection, and the remaining two major families, i.e., bird
and fish, are well distinguished at the second bisection. For the Votes data, DHCC
generates two clusters that give a good separation between Republican and Democrat:
Democratic votes, in particular, are well identified by cluster '1'. For the Mushroom
data, we can see that the poisonous and edible mushrooms are readily distinguishable
from the clustering results of DHCC. Even one split to the all-inclusive root yields
two clusters that separate the two classes well, as the first level of the clustering tree
has 3048 poisonous and 48 edible mushrooms in the left cluster, and 868 poisonous
and 4160 edible in the right cluster. The primary objective on the Internet Ads data
is to identify the Web advertisements, which account for only a small proportion of
the whole set. DHCC generates 21 clusters on the Internet Ads data; Table 2.10
only presents the clustering tree up to the second level. From Table 2.10 we can
see that DHCC generates three main clusters at the second level of bisection, i.e.,
the non-ads cluster '0', the ads cluster '11' and the ambiguous cluster '10'. The
cluster '0', which contains the majority of the non-ads with a few ads, is further
partitioned into 8 clusters. The cluster '11' effectively identifies the majority of the
Web advertisements, grouping 268 ads and 69 non-ads, and this cluster is further
partitioned into 12 clusters.
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Cluster
0
10
11

Mammal
41
0
0

Bird
0
0
20

Reptile
0
5
0

Fish
0
13
0

Amphibian
0
4
0

Insect
0
0
8

Invertebrate
0
8
2

Table 2.7: Contingency table of the clustering results of DHCC on Zoo
Cluster
0
1

Republicans
159
9

Democrats
49
218

Table 2.8: Contingency table of the clustering results of DHCC on Votes
The comparison of DHCC with AT-DC, COOLCAT, SUBCAD and K-modes in
terms of NMI is given in Figure 2.8; and the comparison by CU is given in Table 2.11.
Note that CACTUS was unable to generate clusters on any of the four real-life data
sets, so its results are not presented here. The CU values of AT-DC are not given
in Table 2.11 because AT-DC generates different numbers of clusters from DHCC
on these real-life data sets, and the comparison of clustering results for different K
in terms of CU is biased. To compare objectively, we set the number of clusters for
COOLCAT, SUBCAD and X-modes to both the number of leaf clusters and the minimum (optimum) number of clusters that can discover the natural classes by cutting
the clustering tree generated by DHCC. The two values are the same on the Zoo and
Votes data, while they are different on Mushroom and Internet Ads, the minimum
(optimum) values for Mushroom and Internet Ads being 2 and 3 respectively. We
also present the NMI values for the optimum number of clusters. As we did for the
synthetic data, we ran AT-DC, COOLCAT, SUBCAD and /C-modes 10 times with
different initializations and processing orders, the 10 processing orders being the original order, the reversed original order, the order associated with class labels and seven
random orders 8 . The best, worst and average results in terms of NMI and CU on
each data set for each of these five algorithms are given in Figure 2.8 and Table 2.13
respectively, represented in the same format as for the synthetic data. Again, we use
the entire set as a sample for COOLCAT and SUBCAD.
8

As the objects in the Internet Ads data set were originally ordered in association with class
labels, eight random orders were used.
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Cluster

000
001
010
Oil
10
110
11100
111010
111011
1111

Poisonous

24
1728
1296

0
736
72
0
44
16
0

3048

Edible

32
0
0
16

48

2880

868

808
216 4160
0
64
192

Table 2.9: Contingency table of the clustering results of DHCC on Mushroom
Cluster

0
10
11

Ads Non-ads
49
1570
1181
142
268
69

Table 2.10: Contingency table of the clustering results of DHCC on Internet Ads
Comparing DHCC with the average values for CU (Table 2.11) and especially for
NMI (Figure 2.8) we see that it performs better than the other four algorithms on
the Zoo data set, and its results are comparable to those of the winner on Votes (Kmodes), Mushroom (COOLCAT) and Internet Ads (AT-DC). Furthermore, DHCC
outperforms all of the other algorithms by a large margin on Mushroom and Internet
Ads when the evaluation is conducted based on the optimum number of clusters,
which is 2 for Mushroom and 3 for Internet Ads. When the strategy to deal with
order-sensitivity is used, AT-DC is much more stable than COOLCAT, SUBCAD
and the /C-modes, showing no variance on the Mushroom data set and little on Votes
and Internet Ads. AT-DC tends to group most of the data in one cluster on the
Internet Ads data set on all runs. For example, it places 230 ads and 2137 non-ads
in one cluster in the best run (by NMI - see Figure 2.8): from the perspective of
identifying Web advertisements, it missed the majority of the targets. In terms of
order dependence, SUBCAD performs the worst of all the algorithms: its results show
great variance on all four data sets, and the partitions from some runs on all four
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DHCC
COOLCAT

SUBCAD

/C-modes

Zoo
3.642
3.632
2.612
3.353
3.39
0.665
1.561
2.923
1.773
2.304

Votes
2.92
2.937
1.042
2.608
2.905
0.121
2.485
2.939
2.938
2.939

Mushroom
6.073
8.017
6.133
7.383
6.473
0.877
4.495
3.895
1.781
2.615

Internet Ads
6.784
8.347
7.4
7.72
5.086
3.452
4.334
n/a

Table 2.11: Comparison of DHCC in terms of CU on real-life data
data sets are meaningless with respect to the natural classification, as can be seen
from the contingency tables in Tables 2.12 and 2.13. COOLCAT is also sensitive to
the processing order, although its results show less variance on these real-life data
than SUBCAD. An 'improper' order can lead to very poor clustering, as can be seen
in the worst results on the Votes data, shown in the form of a contingency table in
Table 2.14. The /C-modes is very sensitive to the initialization: an 'improper' initial
assignment can lead to meaningless clustering, as can be seen in the worst cases on
the Mushroom data. Also, in most cases, the /f-modes converges to one cluster on
the Internet Ads set; this is because the high dimensionality of the data renders
the objects almost equidistant from each other under the distance measure used by
the A'-modes. Its results on the Internet Ads data set are therefore not presented.
DHCC thus demonstrates superior performance in terms of both clustering quality
and stability.
Cluster No.
1
2

Republicans
9
159

Democrats
49
218

Table 2.12: Contingency table of the worst clustering results of SUBCAD on Votes
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Cluster No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Poisonous
144
3609
34
0
0
12
18
41
26
32

Edible
0
3780
158
192
18
2
0
0
19
39

Table 2.13: Contingency table of the worst clustering results of SUBCAD on Mushroom
Cluster No.
1
2

Republicans
160
8

Democrats
158
109

Table 2.14: Contingency table of the worst clustering results of COOLCAT on Votes

2.8

Chapter summary

We have designed a new systematic, efficient and effective divisive hierarchical clustering algorithm for categorical data, named DHCC. The splitting procedure in DHCC
consists of two phases, preliminary splitting and refinement. Preliminary splitting
is carried out based on MCA, and the refinement phase optimizes the global objective function SCE locally to improve the quality of the bisection. Using a new data
representation method and a Chi-square dissimilarity measure, DHCC is capable of
seamlessly discovering clusters embedded in subspaces. DHCC is parameter-free, fully
automatic, and independent of the order in which the data is processed. Additionally,
its time complexity is linear with respect to the number of objects for clustering and
the total number of categorical values (and thus also to the dimensionality). Experiments on both synthetic and real-life data show that DHCC yields high-quality
results.
We have also devised a termination strategy based on a new clustering quality
measure to generate the proper top part of the hierarchical clustering tree. This new
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global quality measure can also be applied to an agglomerative hierarchical clustering
algorithm for categorical data to decide the number of clusters; for example, the
process of merging the most similar pair of clusters terminates when the quality of
resulting clustering decrease
Finally, clustering extremely large data sets requires combination of sampling and
clustering techniques. When a clustering algorithm is used on a sample data, there
is naturally the object allocation problem. Using the definition of a cluster center
for categorical data and the Chi-square distance between an individual categorical
object and a cluster, the problem of allocating unclustered objects to properly preconstructed clusters [17] could be effectively dealt with.
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Figure 2.8: Comparison of DHCC in terms of NMI on real-life data
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Chapter 3
Semi-supervised Clustering of
Categorical Data
This chapter describes a novel semi-supervised divisive hierarchical algorithm for
categorical data, named SDHCC [91], which is underlain by DHCC described in
Chapter 2. We view semi-supervised clustering of categorical data as an optimization
problem with extra instance-level constraints, and propose a systematic and fully
automated approach to guide the optimization process to a better solution in terms
of satisfying the constraints, which would also be beneficial to the unconstrained
objects.

3.1

Introduction

Semi-supervised clustering can yield considerable improvement over unsupervised
clustering [9, 11, 23, 51, 54, 55]. With large amounts of categorical data being generated in real-life application, clustering categorical data has been receiving increasing
attention in recent years, as described in Chapter 2. Moreover, in many real-life
applications on categorical data, prior knowledge is omnipresent in relation to the
need or the goal of the data analysis. For example, when a market analyst performs
clustering for customer segmentation from survey data, he/she will likely want that
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the customers from the same family be grouped together instead of trivial separation between men and women. However, none of existing algorithms for clustering
categorical data can exploit prior background knowledge. In this chapter, we investigate how to utilize the prior background knowledge of categorical data to guide the
clustering process of DHCC.
We propose a semi-supervised clustering algorithm for categorical data. The new
algorithm exploits the same basic Multiple Correspondence Analysis (MCA) technique used in DHCC, which is described in Chapter 2. DHCC is an unsupervised
divisive hierarchical algorithm for clustering categorical data. The new algorithm
proposed in this chapter also adopts the divisive hierarchical approach to clustering
categorical data. The optimization problem in the clustering is NP hard [4], and in
DHCC, the objective function SCE is locally minimized in each bisection step. In this
chapter, we propose a systematic and fully automated approach to a better solution,
using prior background knowledge. Under the new optimization framework, DHCC
can be viewed as a special case with no instance-level constraint input. Our method
does not need to introduce any parameters into the underlying algorithm, and the
additional operations involved are independent of the processing order and have linear time complexity. We have named the new algorithm SDHCC (Semi-supervised
Divisive Hierarchical Clustering of Categorical data). To our knowledge, SDHCC is
the first semi-supervised clustering algorithm for categorical data.

3.2

Related work

The majority of the existing semi-supervised clustering algorithms are non-hierarchical
and focus on analyzing numeric data [23]. Most existing non-hierarchical clustering
algorithms are derived from the K-me&ns algorithm [9, 22, 54, 78, 82]. These K-means
variants use the background information either to guide the assignment of the objects
[22, 82] or to weight the similarity measures, by penalizing constraint violation [9] or
rewarding constraint satisfaction [54], or a hybrid of these two methods [78]. Besides
the i\-means variants, some algorithms are derived from density-based clustering algorithm DBSCAN [56, 70]. In the DBSCAN algorithm [31], appropriately setting the
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parameters, a minimum number of points MinPts

€ N, and a radius e G R, is critical

but difficult, especially when the density among the clusters differs widely. In these
density-based semi-supervised clustering algorithms, labeled objects or instance-level
constraints have been used to help set the parameters of the DBSCAN algorithm.
However, neither the concept of objective function or Euclidean distance

a

used in

the non-hierarchical methods nor the density notion in density-based clustering algorithms is naturally meaningful for categorical data.
Little work has been done on the application of background knowledge to hierarchical clustering [51, 23], and even these few published hierarchical algorithms are all
agglomerative, not divisive. The concept of comparing similarity between pairwise
objects, which is used in agglomerative method, is not suitable for categorical data
[40, 89, 92], thus the error-propagation issue of agglomerative in categorical domain
is even more critical. In [51], the shortest-path (Floyd-Warshall) algorithm [19] is
exploited to propagate the constraints, and the complete-link agglomerative method
is used to construct the clustering hierarchy; and thus the time complexity of which
is 0(n3) with respect to the number of object n. The algorithm in [23] is similar to
traditional agglomerative hierarchical method except that it initially assembles the
objects in the same must-link closure together, and its time complexity is 0(n2).

The

high time complexity of agglomerative methods prevents them from being used on
very large data sets.
A benchmark search-based algorithm, COP-KMEANS [82], is described in Figure
3.1. It was used as a competitor in clustering performance comparison in this chapter.
In the implementation of the algorithm, the similarity measure we used is the one
proposed in a /f-modes algorithm for categorical data in (San et al. 2004); this
measure is described in Section 2.2 in Chapter 2. The modified COP-KMEANS is
called SKModes in this thesis.
All the constraints in COP-KMEANS are satisfied. When assigning an object Xt,
it sorts all the clusters according to the similarity of Xi between them, and continues
down the sorted list until finds one that can legally host X{. The algorithm can reach
a dead end, that is, it is unable to assign Xi as all the clusters have violation with it,
'or cosine similarity which is equivalent to Euclidean distance in normalized unit vectors
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Algorithm: COP-KMEANS
Input: Data set T, must-link constraints Con=,
constraints Con^

cannot-link

1. Let Ci, • • • , CK be the initial cluster centers.
2. For each object Xt in T, assign it to the closet cluster
C3 such that VIOLATE-CONSTRAINTS(A t , C3, Con=,
Con^) is false. If no such cluster exits, fail (return { }).
3. For each cluster C3, update its center using all the objects
that have been assigned to it.
4. Iterate step (2) and (3) until convergence.
5. Return {C\, • • • , CK }
Figure 3.1: COP-KMEANS algorithm
even the number of clusters K is properly set.

3.3

Notation and definitions

The notation used in this chapter is consistent with that in Chapter 2. In this section,
we define the extra notation used for instance-level constraint knowledge. In this thesis, prior background knowledge is provided as must-link and cannot-link constraints
on pairs of objects [78, 82]. A must-link constraint indicates that the two objects
have to be in the same cluster, while a cannot-link constraint indicates that the two
objects must not be placed in the same cluster. Labeling objects sometimes is difficult as full class information is not available, whereas specifying whether two objects
should or should not be placed together is more natural and practical. Moreover,
pairwise object constraints are more general than labeled objects because the latter
can be transformed into equivalent pairwise object constraints, but not the reverse.
Since must-link constraints are equivalence relations, they can be used to generate
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transitive closures. Cannot-link constraints then can be transformed to a cannotlink matrix representing link relationship between closures. Figure 3.2 illustrates
the generation of transitive closures from must-link constraints, where a solid line
indicates that the two objects must be linked and a dotted line, that the two objects
cannot be linked. For example, in Figure 3.2, object a l must link to a2, and a2
must link to a3, then a l , a2 and a3 are in one transitive closure, indicating they
have to be put in the same cluster. In this thesis, a transitive closure is also called a
constraint closure. Besides the transitive closure, a single object which is not involved
in any must-link constraint but is involved in a cannot-link constraint is also called
a constraint closure. For example, dl in Figure 3.2 is a singleton constraint closure.

Figure 3.2: Constraint closures generated from instance-level constraints
The cannot-link matrix is generated from the constraint closures and the cannotlink constraints. Let I be the number of constraint closures; then the cannot-link
matrix M is of order I x I, where ml3 = 1 if closure ct and c3 cannot link, otherwise,
ml3 = 0. Closures ct and c3 cannot link if BXt G cx and 3X3 € c3 such that {Xtl X3) is
in the set of cannot-link constraints. Thus the cannot-link matrix M is a symmetric
Boolean matrix.
The feasibility of satisfying all constraints for non-hierarchical and agglomerative
hierarchical clustering has been studied in [22, 23]. In agglomerative hierarchical
clustering, the operation of merging the two closest clusters terminates when a dead
end, i.e., merging any pair of current clusters leads to the cannot-link violation, is
reached [23]. However, the feasibility problem is more complex in divisive hierarchical
clustering, because a divisive method starts with an all-inclusive cluster containing
all the objects, and repeatedly chooses one cluster to split into two subclusters, which
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may make violations of cannot-hnk constraints unavoidable lower down (closer to the
root) in the clustering hierarchy. For example, when there are more than two classes
which mutually cannot link in the data, violations of cannot-link constraints are
inevitable at the lowest level of the clustering tree, if binary tree is used to represent
the hierarchical structure of the clustering results (which is however commonly used in
hierarchical clustering). In this thesis, must-link constraints are satisfied at all levels
of the clustering tree, whereas cannot-link violation is tolerated, especially at the
lower levels (closer to the root). Note that we assume the constraints are consistent,
dealing with the erroneous constraints is out of the scope of this thesis. The following
definitions help to measure the degree of cannot-hnk violation in a cluster (under the
assumption that all the must-link constraints are satisfied). These definitions will be
used in Section 3.4.
Definition 3.1.

Given two constraint closures cx and c3, and the cannot-link

matrix M, the cannot-hnk weight of the closure c, with respect to c3 is

^o) = ( |Cjl '

mi3 = l;

[0,

mtJ=0.

where \c3\ is the number of objects in closure c3.
Definition 3.2. The degree of cannot-link violation of cluster C is defined as:

w(C) = E "telC) = E E
ctec

where w(ct\C) = Ylc €CU'*0)

3.4

%s

w

^)

(3-1)

c,eccjec

^ e cannot-link weight of cx in cluster C.

Semi-supervised D H C C

The overall scheme of SDHCC is the same as that of DHCC, which is presented in
Chapter 2. The optimization problem of clustering categorical data defined in Chapter
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2 is NP hard. DHCC attempts to find a sub-optimal (if not optimal) solution with
K—2 for each bisection. In SDHCC, our proposed approach tries to use constraint
knowledge to guide the optimization process to a better solution in terms of satisfying
the constraints. Each bisection step in SDHCC consists of three phases: initialization
of bisection; iterative refinement of the bisection based on Chi-square distance; and
alleviation of the cannot-hnk

violation.

The framework of bisection procedure is

shown in Figure 3.3. The detailed description of these three phases will be presented
in the following subsections.

Initialization based on MCA

Refinement based on Chi-square Distance

Cannot-linh
Matrix

Y/N

czf or c* violate
Catmot-link Constraint?

Alleviation of Cannot-link Violation

Figure 3.3: The framework of the bisection procedure of SDHCC

3.4.1

Initialization

In each step of bisection, the initialization of the bisection consists of two steps,
i.e., preliminary splitting based on multiple correspondence analysis (MCA), and
redistributing the objects involved in must-link constraints to satisfy the must-link
constraints.
The first step of bisection initialization proceeds the same as the preliminary
splitting in DHCC. To bisect a cluster Cp with \CP\ objects, we apply MCA on the
indicator matrix Z^
vectors U^p\

of order \CP\ x J from the \CP\ objects to get the left singular

Each object Zt whose first coordinate U^' < 0 goes to the left child of
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Cp, and each Zi whose first coordinate U\y > 0 goes to the right child of Cp.
The second step aims to satisfy all the must-link constraints. In fact, the preliminary splitting in first step may distribute the objects in a constraint closure in the
two subclusters. In the second step, violation of must-link constraints is eliminated
by forcing the objects in a closure to be re-assigned to the same subcluster. Each
closure c split by the first step is re-assigned to the subcluster that holds most of its
members; i.e., if \cC\Cp\ > | c n C ^ | , the closure c goes to the left child C£, otherwise,
the closure c goes to the right child Cp.

3.4.2

Refinement

In the refinement phase, we employ the Chi-square distance to measure the dissimilarity between a single categorical object, as well as a constraint closure, and a cluster
of categorical objects. In fact, after re-assignment of the second step of the initialization phase, the objects from each closure are assembled together, so the objects in a
closure will be treated as an entity in performing the refinement. Therefore, we define
the dissimilarity between a closure and a cluster of categorical objects as follows.
Definition 3.3. The dissimilarity between a constraint closure c and a cluster Ci
is the Chi-square distance between them, i.e.,

dcUc,Cl)=J2{dj^f"l3)2

(3-2)

[Hi
J

J

where c is in cluster Ci, and c.j(l < j < J) is the j t h element of the center of closure
2
c, i.e., Cj = f o Ylzx£czij)
- faj ^s the 3th element of the cluster center of cluster
C{. When c is a singleton closure, Formula (3.2) is the same as Formula (2.8).

Theorem. In a refinement phase (not limited to bisection operation of hierarchical
clustering), deciding the membership of a closure according to the Chi-square distance
2

Here we consider closure c as a set of objects and applied Formula (2.9) to compute the center
of the closure.
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defined in (3.2) is equivalent to making the decision according to the sum of the Chisquare distance of all the objects in the closure, which is defined in (2.8) in Chapter
2.
Proof. The Chi-square distance in (3.2) is rewritten as

dcUc, Ct) = £
The value of ^

fe

~^j)2

= Y, (— + *, - 2c,)

(3-3)

c^ is independent of the cluster center, which makes the same con-

tribution in the calculation of the distance between closure c and the different cluster
centers Ct, and can thus be omitted in the process of reassignment. So the membership of c is determined by

+

?(£ "«)

=

+

?((R£*)^ ^)

(3 4)

-M^te^) -

Analogously, derived from Formula (2.8), the membership of the single object Zx is
determined by

£ (*+*,)

(3.5)

Formula (3.4) is the average of the values of Formula (3.5) over all the objects in
closure c. Therefore, Formula (3.2) is equivalent to the sum of the distances of all the
objects in closure c, in terms of deciding the membership of closure c.
Definition 3.3 and Theorem 3.1 provide a significant computational advantage.
They show that it is only necessary to store the statistic features of each constraint
closure and those of the two resulting subclusters, to speed up the refinement process.
In other words, the objects in a closure is treated as an entity, the number of objects
for refinement is thus reduced. The cluster features of Cp in SDHCC is the same as
in DHCC, the features of a closure are the same as those of a cluster. We do not
need to revisit all the objects in the cluster to update the cluster features; instead, we
just need to record the objects which were relocated to do the update, so the cluster
features can thus be updated efficiently after each iteration cycle.
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The statistic feature of Chi-square distance requires that individual object (or
closure) be in the measured set. As the Chi-square distance in (2.8) and (3.2) measures
the association between an individual object/closure and its group, when calculating
the distance between an object Z% and cluster Cp, where Zx is not in Cp, we should
proceed as if Zt is in cluster Cp by updating the cluster features z 3 to rp x z 3 + z%3,
\CP\ to rp x \CP\ + 1 , and after that, restore the cluster features to z3 and \CP\. Here rp
is the balance ratio of cluster size of the two resulting subclusters. The balance ratio
is set to 1.0 for CpL, and |CpL|/|CpH| for C* if \Cj;\ > |C*|, vice versa if \C£\ < \C*\.
The same applies to the distance calculation between a closure c and Cp, where c is
not in Cp. The re-assignment based on Chi-square distance has greater tendency to
assign an individual object/closure to the smaller one of the two resulting subclusters.
This is because that the rare categorical value of the individual object/closure has
relative high frequency in smaller cluster, which leads to smaller Chi-square distance.
Therefore, we use the balance ratio to solve the bias issue in the relocation process.
In SDHCC, the refinement of the objects in C^ and C^ after initialization proceeds
as in the algorithm in Figure 3.4.
Algorithm: Refinement after initialization
1. Calculate the cluster features of C p and Cp, i.e., o p , \Cp\ and
o* |C«|.
2. For each object Zt in C^
\iZtec
{if dChx(c, CpR) < dChx{c, CpL), move c to CpR;}
else if d c/M (Z„ C*) < dChl(Zu C*pL), move Zt to CpK;
For each object Zt in Cp
\iZlec
{if dChl{c, CpL) < dchxic, C*), move c to Cj;}
else if dCht(Z„ Cf) < dChi(Zt, C?), move Zt to CpL;
3. Update the cluster features of o p , \Cp\ and op , |C^|.
4. Repeat steps (2) and (3) until the membership no longer
changes.
Figure 3.4: Algorithm of the second step of SDHCC
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3.4.3

Alleviation of cannot-link

violation

Finding a feasible solution for satisfying the cannot-link constraints is a more difficult
problem than addressing the must-link constraints [22, 23, 78]. In divisive hierarchical
clustering, it is inevitable to have cannot-link constraints violated at the low (closer
to the root) levels of the clustering hierarchy. In this subsection, a novel divide-andmerge method is proposed to alleviate the cannot-link violation in each bisection.
This process takes advantage of the informative constraint knowledge to guide the
assignment of unconstrained objects.
This phase attempts to alleviate the cannot-link violation in the two subclusters
Cp and Cp resulting from the division of cluster Cp. Our proposed divide-and-merge
method proceeds as follows (The pseudo-code is given in the algorithm in Figure 3.5):
Dividing operation: in each subcluster (Cp or Cp), if it has a cannot-link constraint, divide it into two sets. One of these, called the alien set, contains
the target constraint closure which is most dissimilar with the subcluster, and
also the objects that are similar to the target closure; the other set, which is
called the native set, contains the rest of the objects in the subcluster. The
pseudo-code for the dividing operation is shown in the algorithm in Figure 3.6.
Merging operation: After dividing operation, the alien set is merged with the native set of the other subcluster if doing so can decrease the sum of the degree of
cannot-link violation of Cp and Cp. The pseudo-code for the merging operation
is shown in the lgorithm in Figure 3.7.
The function of the divide-and-merge operation is twofold: alleviating the cannotlink violation and guiding the assignment of unconstrained objects. The constraint
closure which has the largest cannot-link weight in the subcluster is chosen as the
target closure; if in a subcluster there is more than one closure with the largest cannotlink weight, choose the one with the greatest Chi-square distance from the cluster.
To use the constraint knowledge to guide the assignment of unconstrained objects,
the unstrained objects which are similar with the target closure are removed together.
The divide-and-merge operation on C^ and Cp proceeds iteratively until the sum of
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the degree of cannot-link

violation of C p and CR cannot decrease. (The definitions of

the degree of cannot-link violation of a cluster and the cannot-link weight of a closure
in a cluster are given in Section 3.3.)
A l g o r i t h m : Alleviating the cannot-link

violation

1. if Chp has cannot-link violation
findd target closure
closur cf;
I lAUAAo r<L
„J. nhR
n^R
Divide-Cluster(C LL,cf);
(7pL ;„f„
into r<LL
C p " Qand•
C j * ,.L
cf <~
C C£r.L\- //divide
nLL
_
nLrLR
_
1
7
1
.
JO
else Cp — Cp ; G p
„,
2. if C^f has cannot-link violation
find target closure rR;
Divide-Cluster(C p fl ,cf); //divide CR into CRL
else C ^ = CR\ C^RR
™ =_ 0;
'p

and C p HH , cf C

CRR

if(CpLR ^ 0 or CRR ^ 0 )
Merge-Clusters(C p LL ,C p LH ,C p HL ,C p K ");
4. Repeat steps (1), (2) and (3) until no target closure can be found to
decrease the sum of the degree of cannot-link violation of C p and CR.
5. Recall the algorithm in Figure 3.3.
Figure 3.5: Algorithm of the third step of SDHCC
We make use of the global clustering quality measure (2.12) proposed in Chapter 2
to decide when to terminate splitting in the algorithm in Figure 3.6 and the splitting
process in constructing the clustering tree. The termination condition is that either
of the two conditions given below is satisfied:
1. The algorithm in Figure 3.4 ends with one cluster, which means that the relocation algorithm finally converges into placing all the objects into one cluster.
2. Clustering quality does not increase, i.e.,Q({C 4 }) > Q({CtL,
C

tL

nor C

tR

violates the cannot-link constraints.
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CtR}),

and neither

Algorithm: Divide-Cluster
Input: Cluster C, target closure ct, ct C C
Output: Cluster CL, CR, CLUCR = C; CL(lCR

= 0; ct C CR

1. Initialize cluster Cl = C
2. Repeat until termination condition is satisfied
(a) Initialize bisection of C';
(b) Call the algorithm in Figure 3.3 to refine the objects
in CtL and CtR;
(c) if (ct C CtL), Cl = CtL; else C* = CtR;
3. CR = Cl;CL=C-

CR

Figure 3.6: Algorithm of Divide-Cluster
Algorithm: Merge-Clusters
Input: Clusters
C^L,C^R,CRL,CRR
Output: Cluster C£, CR
if w(C£L U CRR) + w{CRL U C%R) < w{C^) + w(CR)
nh _ r<LL i i RR
nRR- nR
R _ nRL i i lnLR

C£ = c^ u c - C = c^ u c p

else if ™(Cf U C H R ) + ™(C*L) < «'(<#) + «•'(£*)

Ci = c£uC**;C«

= C™

else if iu(Cy U CJ«) + w(CpfL) < «/(Cf) + w(C*pR)
Cjp = CtL; CR = CR U C^R.
Figure 3.7: Algorithm of Merge-Clusters

3.5

Experimental results

In this section, we study the performance of SDHCC on real data sets from the UCI
Machine Learning Repository and 20-Newsgroup text data. As there is no published
algorithm for semi-supervised clustering of categorical data, a straightforward and
reasonable idea is to use existing if-modes algorithms for categorical data and Kmeans variants for semi-supervised clustering, as both of these kinds of algorithms
extend the traditional /f-means to broader applications. We implemented a semisupervised clustering algorithm for categorical data by combining the semi-supervised
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algorithm COP-KMEANS in [82] and the A'-modes algorithm for categorical data in
[72]; the combination is called SKModes in this thesis, as mentioned in Chapter 3.2.
We also compared our algorithm with SKModes, as well as the state-of-the-art semisupervised clustering algorithms for numeric data, which are constrained agglomerative hierarchical clustering algorithm in [23], named AggHie in this thesis, and the
algorithm based on Hidden Markov Random Fields [9], named HMRF-Kmeans in
this thesis. Both AggHie and HMRF-Kmeans run on the indicator matrix of categorical data based on cosine similarity measure. We investigate the effectiveness of
using instance-level constraint knowledge by comparing the clustering results of the
semi-supervised algorithms with those of its underlying unsupervised algorithms.

3.5.1

Evaluation measure and methodology

In our performance evaluation, we adopt the F-measure as the clustering validation measure.
2 x precision(i,j)

The F-measure of cluster i with respect to class j is F(z,j) =
x recall(i, j)/(precision(i,

j) + recall(i,j)),

of cluster i with respect to class j is precision(i,j)
cluster i with respect to class j is recall(i,j)

= uvj\Cl\

where the precision
; and the recall of

— UJJ/U.,, where ul3 is the number of

objects in cluster Ct belonging to class j and u} is the number of objects in class j .
The F-measure of the clustering is defined as
F = ]T^maxF(i.j)

(3.6)

j

In hierarchical clustering, the maximum is taken over all clusters i at all levels; in
partitioning clustering, the maximum is taken over the K clusters. The F-measure
of cluster i with respect to class j evaluates the extent to which a cluster contains
only objects of a particular class and all objects of that class. The F-measure of a
clustering evaluates the degree to which the clustering structure exactly matches the
external classification.
To evaluate the performance of the algorithms objectively, we used twofold crossvalidation on each data set for 20 trials. In each trial, we randomly selected 50% of
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the objects as the test set, and the F-measure was calculated only on the test set.
The remaining half of the data set was used as a training set, and the constraints were
generated by randomly selecting pairs of objects from the training set, creating a mustlink constraint if the pair objects have the same label and a cannot-link constraint if
they have different labels. The clustering algorithms were run on the whole data set,
and the results given are the averages of the results of the 20 trials.
The following variants of the algorithms are compared. For comparison, unsupervised variants were also evaluated on the test set only in each trial.
• SDHCC-M-C is the complete SDHCC algorithm with all three phases described
in Section 3.4, i.e., initialization, refinement based on Chi-square distance (M)
and alleviation of the cannot-link violation (C);
• SDHCC-M is an ablated version of SDHCC algorithm with only two phases,
i.e., initialization and refinement based on Chi-square distance. The cannotlink constraints are only used in the termination condition to justify whether a
cluster should be split or not;
• Unsupervised algorithm. When the number of constraints is zero, the results
are from the underlying unsupervised clustering algorithms.

3.5.2

Results and discussion

UCI data set
Four data sets from the UCI Machine Learning Repository are used in our experiment
to make performance evaluation. The four data sets are Zoo, Congressional Voting
Records and Mushroom data sets which were used for performance evaluation in
Chapter 2, plus another data set Wisconsin Breast Cancer. The description of the
former three data sets is presented in Chapter 2, and the description of the Cancers
data set follows.
The Wisconsin Breast Cancer data set (Cancers) has a total of 699 objects, 458
benign and 241 malignant, each of which is described by 9 categorical attributes. Each
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attribute has 10 categorical values, and one attribute has a missing value, which is
treated the same as the other values. Thus the number of categorical values is J=91.
Figures 3.8, 3.9, 3.10 and 3.11 show the clustering results on the Zoo, Votes,
Cancers, and Mushroom data sets respectively. We set the number of clusters for
SKModes to 7 on the Zoo data set. For Votes and Cancers, it was set to 3 for
SKModes, as the algorithm fails to generate a clustering when the number of constraints is greater than 100 if we set the number of clusters to 2. The number of
clusters was set to 4 for the Mushroom data set, and despite this, SKModes still fails
to generate a clustering when the number of constraints is greater than 5000 in almost
all of the 20 trials; the number of clusters for HMRF-Kmeans was set to the number
of classes on all the data sets.
l
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Figure 3.8: Semi-supervised clustering results on Zoo data set
From these figures we can see that the use of instance-level prior knowledge produces a remarkable improvement in SDHCC, except on the Cancers data set. On that
set, SDHCC-M-C and SDHCC-M demonstrate the same clustering performance, and
show trivial improvement compared with the result with no constraint involved. This
is because unsupervised algorithm already yields outstanding clustering results, with
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Figure 3.9: Semi-supervised clustenng results on Votes data set
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Figure 3.10: Semi-supervised clustering results on Cancers data set
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Figure 3.11: Semi-supervised clustering results on Mushroom data set
an F-measure attaining 0.97; thus, the instance-level constraints do not provide much
informative knowledge to guide the clustering process. On the Zoo and Votes data
sets, SDHCC-M-C and SDHCC-M show quite comparable clustering performance,
while on the Mushroom data set, which is of higher dimension and much larger size,
SDHCC-M-C outperforms SDHCC-M by a wide margin. For other three algorithms,
none of them can reap potential benefit of prior knowledge on the four UCI data sets,
except SKModes on the simple Zoo data set. Especially for AggHie, the clustering
performance deteriorates when the instance-level constraints are incorporated. For
HMRF-Kmeans, the other semi-supervised clustering algorithm for numeric data, the
prior instance-level knowledge has little influence on the clustering performance, the
clustering results show little variance with the increase of constraint knowledge on
the four categorical data sets.
Overall, our complete SDHCC algorithm shows superior clustering performance on
the UCI real-life data. On the Cancers data set, the value of F-measure is greater than
0.97, on Zoo and Mushroom data sets, the value reaches almost 0.96, and the value is
also greater than 0.9 on the Votes data set, which means the clusters discovered by
SDHCC-M-C closely match the natural classification.
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20-Newsgroup text data
We also evaluate our algorithm and compare it with the three other algorithms on
two different data sets extracted from 20-Newsgroup 3 . This text data is collected
from 20 different Usenet newsgroups, each group consists of 1000 articles. We extract
two data sets from the 20-Newsgroup data, and both data sets are preprocessed by
removing stop-words and very high-frequency and low-frequency words, the same
as the methodology used in [25]. After preprocessing, each data set is prepared
with two versions, one is numeric data using TF-IDF weighting method; the other is
categorical (transactional) data, where each article is simply represented by collection
of the words appearing in the article (after preprocessing). The categorical data is
very succinct representation of the articles, which eliminates the information of the
frequency of each word. The description of the two data sets is as follows.
Similar-2: this data set consists of 200 articles from two similar topics, i.e.,
comp.sys.ibm.pc.hardware and comp.sys.mac.hardware, and each topic has 100
articles. The data is represented in 1233 dimensions (words), and in the categorical version, J = 1233 x 2 as each word is analogous to one categorical attribute
which takes two values indicating inclusion or non-inclusion of the word.
Different-3: this data set consists of 300 articles from three different topics, i.e.,
alt.atheism, comp.sys.ibm.pc.hardware and talk.politics.mideast, and each topic
has 100 articles. The data is represented in 2470 dimensions (words), thus
J = 2470 x 2 in the categorical version.
Figures 3.12 and 3.13 show the clustering results on Similar-2 and Different-3
data sets respectively. For AggHie and HMRF-Kmeans, which are for numeric data,
we give the clustering results on both numeric and categorical data presentation.
We set the number of clusters to 2 on Similar-2 and 3 on Different-3 for SKModes
and HMRF-Kmeans. In the figures, AggHie-N and HMRF-Kmeans-N indicate the
results on numeric data, while AggHie-C and HMRF-Kmeans-C indicate the results
on categorical data.
3

20-Newsgroup data. Available: http://www.ai.rnit.edu/people/jrennie/20Newsgroups
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Figure 3.12: Semi-supervised clustering results on Similar-2 data set
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Figure 3.13: Semi-supervised clustering results on different-3 data set
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From these figures we can see that our algorithm can reap remarkable improvement even on the succinct categorical representation of text data, especially on the
Different-3 data set. Similar-2 data impose more challenge than Different-3 on clustering algorithms, since the overlap between the two topics in Simila-2 is significant.
SDHCC-M-C outperforms its ablated version SDHCC-M on the text data. HMRFKmeans demonstrates superior performance on numeric TF-IDF data; however, it
gains much less improvement on the categorical data. SDHCC-M-C outperforms
HMRF-Kmeans by a wide margin on categorical version of Different-3 data set, comparably on Similar-2 data. On the categorical Similar-2 data, SDHCC-M-C performs
best in terms of the improvement of clustering quality. AggHie reaps a little benefit
from prior knowledge on numeric TF-IDF data, however, its performance on categorical version deteriorates when the instance-level constraints are incorporated, the
same as it does on the UCI data set. AggHie-N has much smaller F-measure on
Similar-2 because it prematurely terminates with many clusters cannot be merged
any more, as the pairwise similarity between the remaining clusters is zero measured
by complete-link methodology. AggHie-N terminates more early than AggHie-C because the dimensionality of categorical data is twice as that of numeric data, the
pairwise objects have more chance to show somewhat similarity. For SKModes, the
prior instance-level knowledge has little influence on the clustering performance; the
clustering results show little variance with constraint knowledge incorporated on the
two text data sets.
Further discussion
As the results of both UCI data and text data demonstrate, SDHCC-M-C gains
in performance very quickly at small numbers of constraints, and the improvement
levels off with further increase in the number of constraints. This characteristic is
very beneficial in real-life application domains, where the instance-level background
knowledge would be provided by human experts, and it is very expensive to provide
large numbers of pairwise constraints. Our semi-supervised clustering algorithm could
reap the potential improvement afforded by a small amount of knowledge, which is
very useful in real applications.
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3.6

Chapter summary

In this chapter, we have proposed a semi-supervised divisive hierarchical clustering
algorithm for categorical data (SDHCC). SDHCC builds on the novel MCA-based
divisive hierarchical clustering algorithm for categorical data (DHCC). We exploit
pairwise must-link and cannot-hnk constraint knowledge to guide the optimization
process in SDHCC to a better solution in terms of satisfying the constraints, which
would also be beneficial to the unconstrained objects. Experimental results on UCI
data sets and 20-Newsgroup text data demonstrate that our semi-supervised algorithm shows remarkable improvement over the unsupervised clustering algorithm,
yielding superior clustering results closely matching the natural classification on UCI
data set, and remarkable improvement on the text data. Most importantly, our semisupervised clustering algorithm could take advantage of the potential improvement
from a small amount of knowledge, which is very useful in real applications. To
our knowledge, SDHCC is the first semi-supervised clustering algorithm to deal with
categorical data.
Our experiments also show that the mainstream semi-supervised clustering algorithms for numeric data, such as AggHie and HMRF-Kmeans, do not work well.
Incorporating the instance-level constraint knowledge even could deteriorate the clustering quality of the underlying unsupervised clustering algorithm.
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Chapter 4
Clustering Sequence Data
This chapter presents a statistical model for measuring the similarity between an
individual categorical sequence and a set of categorical sequences. Based on the
model, a novel model-based /f-means algorithm is designed for clustering categorical
sequences [88]. The comparison between a single sequence and a set of sequences
based on the statistical model is alignment free, which can be applied to analyzing
the sequences with varying length, and also the sequences whose significant structural
features lie in different local places.

4.1

Introduction

Automatically analyzing sequence data has become increasingly important, with the
upsurge in the amount of sequence data in the past few years, especially in biology
area, such as genomic DNA sequences and unfolded protein sequences. Clustering
technique is a powerful exploratory analysis tool, which can potentially reveal unknown categories of a given object, such as discovery of the unknown function of a
protein, leading to better understanding of the nature of the sequence.
We circumvent the obstacle of denning a naturally meaningful pairwise similarity,
by defining a similarity between an individual sequence and a cluster of sequences.
Base on the new similarity measure defined on the conditional probability distribution (CPD) model [10, 93, 69], we design a novel model-based K-means clustering
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algorithm for sequence clustering, which works in a similar way to the traditional
/^-means on vectorial data. Clustering sequence d a t a is more challenging than clustering numeric data because, like clustering categorical data, there is no inherently
meaningful measure of the similarity between categorical sequences. Usually, pairwise
similarity measure is effective if there are significantly informative patterns in the sequences. However, it is difficult to define a meaningful pairwise similarity measure if
sequences are short and contain noise, like the behavior sequences constructed from
our project on personal bankruptcy prediction in Chapter 5.

4.2

Related work

Due to the lack of inherently meaningful measure of similarity for sequence, some
measures, between pairwise sequences or between an individual sequence and a set of
sequences, were proposed for sequence clustering and classification.
The nearest neighbor technique based on edit distance is one of the preferred
methods for sequence clustering [2, 24, 93, 49, 63]. The definition of edit distance is
given in Section 1.3 of Chapter 1. The major weakness of edit distance is that it only
captures the optimal global alignment, but ignores the local similar structures hiding
in the sequence.

These significant local features present in considerably different

positions in different order in the sequences, which make the sequences globally nonalignable. In many applications, the significant similarity between sequences, lies in
the local composition structure. Such as the protein sequences belonging to a broad
family may have many similar local compositions but vary considerably from the
view of global alignment. The block operations can alleviate the weakness of edit
distance to certain extent [58, 63], however, edit distance with block operation is
computationally intractable, and furthermore, it still fail to accurately measure the
similarity through global alignment due to the different occurrences the local structure
in different sequences.
Another approach widely used to measure the similarity between sequences is
based on g-gram. The g-gram is a 'word' of length q, which is a subsequence of the
original sequence. One such similarity measure is based on Dice coefficient, from
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which, the similarity between sequence X and Y is defined as follows:
2 x \q-gra.m(X) (1 q-gvam(Y)\
|g-gram(X)| + |q-gram(F)|
where g-gram(X) is the set of g-garms of sequence X. Dice coefficient with bigrams is
a particularly popular sequence similarity measure [53]. The </-gram based approach
extracts the 'words' and measures the similarity based on set calculation, taking no
consideration of the order of the 'words' or their relative positioning in the sequence,
which causes the major problem of this kind of similarity measure. For example,
both 'xanex' and 'nexan' are composed of the same set of bigram, i.e., {xa, an, ne,
ex}, however, these two sequences are radically different. Another practical issue of
g-gram based approach is how to choose the proper length of the gram, i.e., q, in
real-life application.
Statistical models are widely used for analyzing sequence data (in the categorical
domain). Most statistical models of sequences are based on the hypothesis that occurrence of a symbol is closely related to what the preceding subsequence of length L is.
The length of the subsequence L is referred to as memory length. The memory length
is also called order in Markov chains or Hidden Markov Models (HMM). Because of
the high complexity and inefficiency of Markov models [69, 74, 93], a statistical model
based on the conditional probability distribution (CPD) of the next symbol given a
preceding subsequence was proposed in [69], and applied successfully to the correction
of corrupted text and DNA sequence classification. Given a subsequence a, the model
presents a conditional probability distribution over the finite alphabet E composing
the sequences. The CPD is represented as P(s s e S |cr), which denotes the conditional
probability distribution of occurrence of the next symbol over E given the preceding
subsequence a.
The CPD model can be used to calculate the similarity between a single sequence,
denoted by S, and a set of sequences, denoted by A [93]. Given the CPD, the
probability of generating S = Sis2 • • • S/ by the model can be calculated as:
P(S, A) = PA(Sl)

x PA(s2\Sl)
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x • • • x PA(Sl\Sl • • • 5 J _0

(4.1)

where

PA(SI)

is the probability of presence of symbol si out of all the sequences of

A, which can be calculated by

TCSI/JVA

, where nSl represents the times of occurrence

of s\, NA represents the total number of symbols in the sequences of A, namely, the
sum of the lengths of all the sequences of A; and

PA(SI\SI

• • -Si-i) is the conditional

probability that the symbol Sj right succeeds the subsequence S\S2- • • st-\,
can be calculated by nSl...Si_lSJnsv..Sl_l

which

, where nSl..«,_,«, and nSv..St_1 denote the

times of occurrence of subsequence s\ • • • s,_iSj and Si---S;_i, respectively, in A.
The probability of generating a sequence S by a CPD model, which represents a
cluster A, can be used as the similarity between S and A, that is, the higher the
probability, the more likely S belongs to A.
Based on the CPD model, the CLUSEQ algorithm [93] was designed to cluster
sequences into a set of possibly overlapped clusters. A set of sequences, denoted as
A, is defined as a sequence cluster, if for each sequence S in A, the similarity between
S and A is greater than or equal to some threshold t. CLUSEQ iteratively generate
new clusters (refer to as new cluster generation) and dismiss (small) clusters that
are covered by others (refer to as cluster consolidation), until the clustering does not
change any more. Each new cluster at its initial stage contains only one sequence and
is represented by the CPD model. To generate k new clusters, a set of k unclustered
sequences need to be chosen as the seeds. At the first iteration, all sequences are
unclustered. The flowchat of the CLUSEQ algorithm is given in Figure 4.1

4.3

A new measure of similarity between a categorical sequence and a cluster

A new similarity measure is proposed here to make the CPD model robust to noise
situations. The new measure of similarity between an individual sequence S and a
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New Cluster Geueratioi
Sequence Reclnstering

j Adjust t

Figure 4.1: Flowchat of the CLUSEQ algorithm
cluster of sequences A is defined as follows:
/

simA(S)

= J J e x p ( P A ( s t | s i - - - s , _ i ) - P{sl))
(4.2)

exp

exp (E', =1 P{s>j)
where Pib^ is the probability of presence of symbol A, out of the total set of sequences
for clustering. So P{S) = rL=i P(si)

ls

^ n e probability of generating S out of total

sequences based on memoryless occurrence frequency of the symbols. A t>im&(S) > 1
indicates that the probability of generating S out of A based on CPD outweighs the
probability of generating S out of whole sequences based on memoryless construction,
which in turn indicates a high possibility that S belongs to A. The greater sim&(S)
is, the higher the possibility that S belongs to A.
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InFormula(4.2),if P A (si|si---s i _i) > P(s,), thenexp(P A (si|si •••s i _i) 1, which means the symbol Si contributes to increase sim^S).

P(SJ))

>

Otherwise, sim&(S)

is decreased by the factor exp (P A (s t |si • • • s t -i) — P(«i))i which is smaller than 1.
The main purpose to propose the improved new measure of similarity between
a single sequence and a cluster is to lessen the influence of noise symbols in the sequences. There are generally two kinds of noise in the sequence classification domain.
One is global noise symbols, i.e., the occurrence of the symbols is very rare from the
global point of view. The other one is local noise symbols, i.e. the occurrence of
the symbols is very rare within a cluster or their properties, if not significant, do not
correspond to the cluster, while, except for the symbol(s) with quite few occurrences,
the sequences show great similarity to the cluster. In the behavior sequences of our
application of personal bankruptcy prediction, a bad account's occasional good behavior or a good account's occasional bad behavior can be treated as noise. Formula
(4.1) suffers from the presence of noise. In fact, calculating similarity by chain multiplication of the probability of generating each symbol from a sequence cluster, the
similarity value is sensitive to every symbol in the sequence S. If sequence 5 contains
noise, which can be global noise or local noise, the probability of generating the noise
symbols is very small (even equal to zero if the noise symbol does not appear in "the
sequences from the cluster), and these small noise probabilities will yield a very low
similarity, no matter how similar S is to the cluster.

4.4

Calculation of the new measure

This section presents an efficient method for calculating the similarity proposed in
Section 4.3 using the probability suffix tree (PST).
Given a sequence S = s ^ • • -si, the preceding subsequence for calculating the
conditional probability of generating st out of a cluster A should not always be
Sf-Si-i

. In Formula (4.1) or (4.2), fixing the preceding subsequence of s^ as

si • • • *j_i makes the assumption that all the subsequences are statistically significant. As a statistical model, if the number of occurrences s\ • • • Sj_i is very small over
A, the CPD of P A (s a e i:l s i ' •' si-i)1S

statistically meaningless. To calculate CPD over
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statistically significant subsequences, we use a significance threshold c to segment the
preceding subsequence. A subsequence a is significant if a appears at least c times
over A; otherwise it is insignificant. We define sd • • • S J - I ( J < i) as a critical prefix of
st if Sj • • • s8_i is significant and Sj_i • • • st-\

is insignificant, j = i denotes the case

in which there are very few occurrences of symbol s z _i in A (maybe s t _j is a noise
symbol in A); in this case, we calculate PA(SI\SI~

'' si-i)

— PA(SI)

, where P&(st)

is the probability of presence of symbol st out of all the sequences of A. We choose
the critical prefix of s t to calculate the probability of generating st out of A, i.e.,
PA(SI\SI

• • • Sj_i) = PA(SI\SJ

• • • 5 t _i). Therefore, the memory length for generating

s, is not fixed as i — 1, but varies depending on the statistical structure of the C P D
model of A.
In the literature, the probabilistic suffix tree is employed to organize and implement the CPD model. The P S T was originally introduced in [69], and is widely used
in C P D model-based applications [10, 69, 93]. To retrieve the conditional probability of the critical prefix, we need to trace the preceding subsequence backward until
the critical prefix is reached.

So the suffixes of the prefixes of a set of sequences

should be well organized for efficient retrieval. The prefixes of sequence s 1 s 2 - - , s ,
are S\ • • • s3(j — 1, • • • , i) and the suffixes of S\S2 • • • st are s3 • • • s t ( j = 1. • • • . i). For
example, the prefixes of '1011' are T , '10', '101' and "1011' and the suffixes of the
prefixes are ' 1 ' , '0', '10', '01', '101', '11', -011', and -1011'. A suffix tree is a rooted directed tree where each node is labeled by the suffixes of the prefixes of the sequences,
accompanied by the number of occurrence of the label subsequence and C P D vector.
The root node has no label, recording the total number of symbols in the cluster and
the proportion of each symbol. These properties make the PST a desirable structure
to organize the CPD model. An example of a P S T is shown in Figure 4.2 1. Traveling
the P S T from the root to an internal node or leaf node, we get a reversed suffix, which
serves as the label of the node.
'Figure 4.2 shows the illustration of a PST in ideal situations: that the occurrence frequency
number of a node is equal to the sum of the numbers of its children. In real situations, the number is
greater than the sum, due to the corresponding suffix of the node existing as the tail of the sequence,
especially when there are many sequences and the sequences are short. In the ideal situation, the
sequences constructing the PST have infinite length, and the PST is a statistical depiction of the
construction features of the sequences.
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Figure 4.2: A probabilistic suffix tree
The previously mentioned significance threshold c is associated with each PST
and is used to prune the tree. The pruning strategy is as follows:
1. A node whose corresponding occurrence frequency is less than c is pruned, as
well as its descendants.
2. A node having no sibling is pruned, as well as its descendants.
Suffixes of rare occurrence are removed because they are statistically meaningless.
Because the suffix a associated with a node is the subsequence of the suffixes sta
associated with the node's children, if a is insignificant, .%a is also insignificant,
which explains pruning strategy (1). For a significant node with no sibling, the
specific suffix .s,f7 dominates the set of suffixes .s<x(<5 6 E), and the occurrences of
the rest of scr except sza can be ignored. Therefore, the CPD of P(ss€^\sla)
approximated by P(sse^\a),

can be

which explains pruning strategy (2). For instance, in

Figure 4.2, P(s|001) « P(s|01), the nodes '001', whose occurrence frequency is 221,
are removed even though they are significant. In Figure 4.2, the dashed line prunes
the bottom part of the tree if c is chosen as 55. PST pruning gives a sense to the
statistical model and yields a concise tree, enabling the algorithm based on the model
to work more efficiently.
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The PST is an efficient tool both in construction and performance. The suffix
tree can be constructed in linear time w.r.t. the length of the sequences of a cluster [81]. The main role the PST plays is to retrieve the conditional probability of
P(si\s\ • • • Sj_i). We proceed as follows. We travel the tree from the root along the
path root—• Si_i —> s;_2 —>•••—> s\, until we finish at si or reach a leaf node, which
means we reach a critical prefix of s^ at Sj • • -Si_i(j > 1). Thus we approximate
P{si\s\ • • • Sj_i) by P(si\sj • • • Sj_i); then we fetch the value of the corresponding entry of the CPD vector. For example, in Figure 4.2, the value of P(l|001) can be
obtained by traveling the path —> 1 —> 0 —> 0, stopping at the second '0' since we
have reached a leaf node, so the value of P(l|001) can be approximated by P(l|01),
i.e., P(l|001) w P(l|01) = 0.236.

4.5

M o del-based K- m e a n s

Based on the new CPD model implemented via PST, we propose a novel modelbased A'-means algorithm for sequence clustering. Our model-based A'-means avoids
the need to define and calculate a pairwise measure of similarity between sequences.
Instead, we use the similarity measure defined in Section 4.3, between an individual
sequence and a cluster of sequences represented by a CPD model. Our algorithm
differs from CLUSEQ, which builds a mode for each sequence. However, it lacks
statistical significance to build a CPD model from a short sequence, like the behavior
sequences from our application of personal bankruptcy prediction. Our algorithm is
suitable for both long and short sequences, as our CPD model is always built from a
group of sequences. The CPD model bears an analogy to the centroid in the vectorbased A'-means. The main idea of the algorithm is to define K CPD models to
represent K sequence clusters, iteratively assign each sequence to the closest model
and update the models until the membership no longer changes, which means the K
CPD models become stable.
The model-based A'-means for categorical sequences is described in Figure 4.3.
In the first step of algorithm described in Figure 4.3, the template PST provides
a tree profile for each of the K PSTs'and will be repeatedly used in step (4). As the
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Algorithm: Model-based /<"-means for categorical sequences
1. Construct a template model (PST) over all the sequences.
2. Build K PSTs from the template PST, randomly initialize
the conditional probability vectors of all the K PSTs.
3. For each sequence, calculate the similarity with each PST
and assign it to the closest PST.
4. Update the conditional probability vectors of each of the
K PSTs by the sequences belonging to each corresponding
cluster.
(a) Build K PSTs from the template PST.
(b) Add each sequence to the corresponding PST.
(c) Prune the insignificant suffixes within the PSTs.
(d) Fill up the conditional probability vectors.
5. Repeat steps (3) and (4) until the membership no longer
changes.
Figure 4.3: Model-based K-means for categorical sequences
suffixes of the K models are unknown, the structure, i.e., the depth of each leaf node,
of the K PSTs is undecided. The template serves as a general frame for building
K PSTs in Step (2). The template PST has no value in the conditional probability
vectors. P(s)(s G £), the probability of presence of symbol s out of the total set
of sequences for clustering, used to calculate the similarity by Formula (4.2), are
calculated in this step. The template PST is also pruned at this step to remove
suffixes that are insignificant from the global standpoint. We use the size of data set,
namely the number of sequences for clustering, as the threshold c.
Step (2) is analogous to the initialization step (randomly initialize the K centroids) of the vector-based /f-means. The K PSTs are built from the template PST,
having the same tree structure at the beginning but different conditional probability
distributions. The random values of each conditional probability vector should satisfy
the requirement that the sum of the values is equal to 1.
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In the third step of the algorithm, for each sequence, the similarity to each of
the K models is calculated, using the similarity measure of Formula (4.2), and the
sequence is assigned to the closest model. The sequences belonging to a cluster are
used to update the corresponding PST of the cluster, which is implemented in Step
(4).
In the fourth step of the algorithm, there are four sub-steps. These are explained
as follows:
• Rebuilding the PSTs in each iteration aims to eliminate the impact in the next
iteration of being over-pruned in the preceding one. Before calculating the similarity in each iteration, the PSTs are pruned to eliminate insignificant suffixes.
As the sequence membership changes in the next iteration, so the structure of
each PST may change, and the suffix tree from the preceding iteration may
be over-pruned for the next iteration. Rebuilding the PSTs from the template
PST guarantees that an earlier premature pruning will not affect the similarity
calculation in the following iterations.
• Adding a sequence to a PST is done as follows: increase the occurrence frequency values of all the suffixes of the sequence prefixes by one, increase the
entry of the conditional probability vector by one if the suffix is followed by
the entry's corresponding symbol.2 This procedure is run from the tail of the
sequence to the head. The computational complexity of adding a sequence to
a PST is linearly proportional to the length of the sequence [60, 81].
• The tree is pruned to eliminate insignificant suffixes within the cluster. Similar
to step (1) of the algorithm for construction of a template tree, the significance
threshold for each PST is chosen by the size of corresponding cluster.
• The trees are updated by recalculating the CPD, right after all the sequences
are added to their assigned PSTs. Before updating the CPD vectors, the vectors
2

The conditional probability vector is used to count the occurrences of the symbols following
the suffix in the step of adding a sequence to a PST. And the vector is updated as a probability
distribution in the fourth sub-step.
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serve to store the number of presences of the corresponding symbols following
the related suffix, so the vector (v0, i>i) is updated by (vv+v , v v}v ) •

4.6

Experimental results

In this section, we study the performance of the model-based A'-means on both long
and short sequence sets. The long sequence data set is from the SWISS-PROT protein
sequence data bank, and two families, i.e., globin and immunoglobulin, are chosen to
compose our experiment data set. The lengths of the protein sequences vary from
32 to 1709. The sizes of the two families are 401 and 313 respectively. The short
sequence data set is from our project on personal bankruptcy prediction, and each
sequence represents a behavior series of a client for consecutive 12 months, thus the
length of each sequence is 12 or less (if an account has open for less than one year).
The behavior sequences are composed from two symbols, i.e., '0' and '1', which means
'good behavior' and 'bad behavior', for details, see Chapter 5. The short sequence
set consists of 1000 sequences representing bankrupt clients and 1000 representing
non-bankrupt clients.
We compare the performance of the model-based A'-means with that of CLUSEQ
[93]. It is reported that CLUSEQ outperforms the sequence clustering methods based
on edit distance, edit distance with block operations, g-gram, and Hidden Markov
Model, so the comparison with CLUSEQ extend our comparison to these methods.
In our performance evaluation, we use precision and recall ratios of each natural
class to measure the extent to which the algorithm discovers the sequence features of
the class that can be used to distinguish this class with other classes (precision), and
extent to which the algorithm can discover all these features (recall). The precision
ratio of a class is ' 2,,, ', and the recall ratio is ' PF, ', where F is the number of
sequences belonging to this class and F' is the number of sequences assigned to this
class. As CLUSEQ generates overlapping clustering results, we transform its results
to hard partition by assigning each object to the closet cluster, which has largest
similarity with the sequence. For protein sequences, a cluster is labeled as the class
whose members are more than other classes in the cluster. For behavior sequences,
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due to the huge imbalance of bankrupt clients and non-bankrupt clients, and our
primary aim is to discover the discriminative bankruptcy feature on this data set
(see Chapter 5), therefore, we are only interested in the bankrupt clusters where
the sequences from bad accounts have dominant proportion over good accounts (e.g.,
greater than 75%).
The performance of the two algorithms on protein data is evaluated and compared
by the precision and recall ratios of the two families, i.e., globin and immunoglobulin.
We run both the algorithms 10 times due to the random sampling technique used
to generate new cluster in CLUSEQ and random initialization in the model-based
K-me&ns. The parameters of CLUSEQ is set to K=2, significance threshold c=30
as suggested in the paper. The parameter K of the model-based K-me&ns is set
to 2. Figure 4.4 and 4.5 shows their performance measured by precision and recall
respectively. In these figures, the vertical line covers the range from minimum to
maximum value, and the horizontal line represents the average value over the 10 run.
Specifically, their performance in average values is given in Table 4.1 and 4.2.
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Figure 4.4: Mean precision and variation on protein data
From these figures and tables we can see that our model-based A'-means outperforms CLUSEQ by a wide margin on the long protein sequences, in both clustering
accuracy and stability. The results demonstrate the superior clustering performance
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Figure 4.5: Mean recall and variation on protein data
Precision (%)
Recall (%)

globin
99.7
99

immunoglobulin
98.7
99.7

Table 4.1: Results of the model-based K-means on protein sequences
of our algorithm, yielding clusters closely match the natural classes, with little variance in spite of its random initialization. The results of CLUSEQ show great variance
due to that it uses random sampling technique to generate candidate sequences, from
which, the new singleton clusters are generated. Whether the desirable new clusters
can be generated in each iteration depends on whether the samples include the right
choice of candidate sequences; however the random sampling cannot guarantee the
yield of right choice, which leads to the unstable clustering results of CLUSEQ.
The performance evaluation on behavior sequences is based on the precision and
recall ratios of the bankruptcy accounts. We run both the algorithms 10 times, as
we did for protein data. We set K=5, significance threshold c=10 (as the lengths
of the sequences are no more than 12) for CLUSEQ, and K=5 for the model-based
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Precision (%)
Recall (%)

globin
89.3
88.7

immunoglobulin
86.1
84.6

Table 4.2: Results of CLUSEQ on protein sequences
/C-means. The precision and recall ratios of identified bad accounts by the modelbased K-means are presented in Table 4.3. For CLUSEQ, the 10 runs produce the
same clustering results, where the 2000 sequences are grouped into 2 clusters, and
the results are given in Table 4.4.

min
max
average

Precision (%)
85.4
87.9
86.6

Recall (%)
31.2
32.1
31.5

Table 4.3: Results of the model-based /('-means on behavior sequences
Cluster
1
2

Bankrupt
707
293

Non-bankrupt
555
445

Table 4.4: Results of CLUSEQ on behavior sequences
From Table 4.3 and 4.4 we can see that our model-based K-means has great
advantage over CLUSEQ on clustering short sequences. Table 4.3 demonstrates that
our algorithm can discover about 30% of bad accounts with high precision, showing
little variance over the 10 runs. From these slight different bankrupt clusters of the
10 runs, same sequence patterns, which are referred to as bankruptcy features, can
be extracted. Chapter 5 will give more details about how our model-based K-means
is used to discover prediction capable bankruptcy feature. Whereas CLUSEQ fails
to identify any bankrupt cluster where the bad accounts are well separated with
good ones. In CLUSEQ, the original 5 CPD models (clusters) finally consolidate to 2
models (clusters), this is because that it lacks statistical significance to construct CPD
model on single short sequence, thus these models have little difference and absorb
almost the same sequences to be their members, leading to the cluster consolidation.
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4.7

Chapter summary

In this chapter, we investigated the challenging problem of clustering categorical sequences. We presented a statistical model, i.e., conditional probability distribution
(CPD) of the next symbol given a preceding subsequence, based on which, a new measure of similarity between an individual categorical sequence and a set of categorical
sequences is proposed, circumventing the obstacle of defining the naturally meaningful pairwise similarity. Based on our new similarity measure, a novel efficient and
effective model-based A'-means algorithm is designed for clustering sequences. The
performance of our proposed algorithm was evaluated from the experiment on both
long (protein sequences) and short (behavior sequences) sequence sets, the results
demonstrate that our algorithm has promising utility for sequence analysis, suitable
for sequences with varying length, capable of yielding superior clustering results in
terms of accuracy and stability.
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Chapter 5
Personal Bankruptcy Prediction
In this chapter, a personal bankruptcy prediction system running on credit card data
is proposed. In our system, the bankruptcy features, which are discovered by using the
clustering techniques described in Chapter 2 and 4, are employed as main predictors.
The mined features are represented in low-dimensional vector space. From the new
feature space, which can be extended with some existing prediction-capable features
(e.g., credit score), a support vector machine (SVM) classifier is built to combine
these mined and already existing features. Our system is readily comprehensible and
demonstrates promising prediction performance.

5.1

Introduction

Personal bankruptcy prediction involves discovering bankruptcy features that can distinguish bad accounts from good ones. This can also be treated as a binary classification problem with two class labels, 'bad account' and 'good account'. A big challenge
in building such a classification model for credit card data is that the two classes are
highly unbalanced, with typically no more than 5 in 1000 credit cardholders going
bankrupt. Another challenge is that the credit card data are highly multi-dimensional
in that they contain numerous monthly aggregation records, which consist of various data types, including numeric attributes, discrete attributes, date attributes, and
even the attributes of sequence and time series data; as well as transaction records,
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which are time series data. For example, in our project on a major Canadian bank,
there are more than 400 attributes in the monthly aggregation database and more
than 50 attributes in the transaction database.
In our investigation, we aim to design a prediction system running on a credit
card database, which is extensible, i.e., able to integrate existing prediction-capable
features, either from data mining or domain expertise (e.g., credit scores); it is also
readily comprehensible and can be used in industrial applications. The original purpose of our investigation was to complement existing prediction models, especially
the credit scoring models, by identifying the bad accounts they tended to miss.
We explore the extent to which the use of data mining techniques described in
Chapter 2 and 4, especially the sequence clustering technique in Chapter 4, can help
to solve the personal bankruptcy problem. We summarize the original complex credit
card data into two types: one is categorical data, which take the forms of data table
with categorical variables or transaction tuples; the other is transformed behavior
sequences. The applications of our data mining techniques in personal bankruptcy
prediction are described in Section 5.3 and 5.4.
The final prediction system is built on a support vector machine (SVM). We use
the SVM as the final classifier because it is widely accepted that the SVM is one of
the most robust and accurate classification methods of all the well-known algorithms,
and can be easily extended to output continuous values to rank the instances on the
likelihood of belonging to the positive class [20, 85]. The bankruptcy features obtained
from our data mining approach are represented in low-dimensional vector space, which
is in the form of Boolean table, can be extended with some existing prediction-capable
features (e.g., credit bureau credit scores). Finally, the SVM classifier is built on the
comprehensive feature space. The structure of our prediction system is illustrated in
Figure 5.1. In our system, the SVM is used to combine the bankruptcy features, and
to output a confidence score for each client, indicating the likelihood of being a bad
account. Note that each bankruptcy feature alone has great prediction capability and
easy to understand, thus the use of SVM does not decrease the comprehensibility of
our prediction system; this distinguishes our system from most existing systems or
models, whose classifiers are built directly on aggregated vector space.
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Figure 5.1: Framework of our prediction system

5.2

Related work

Personal bankruptcy is a phenomenon that is difficult to understand. There is little
supporting theory related to this phenomenon. Compared to business clients, personal
clients have much larger volumes of data, and it is difficult to resort to experienced
and informed risk evaluation for predicting personal bankruptcy. The most commonly
used methods in personal bankruptcy prediction are credit scoring models [42, 47, 52,
61, 79], especially the generic scoring models developed by credit bureaus (Equifax,
TransUnion and Fair Isaac). These models are based on empirical knowledge, as they
are developed by analyzing statistics and picking out characteristics that are believed
to relate to creditworthiness.1 Credit scoring systems, especially the generic ones,
are run on multiple data sources from many creditors. In making a final decision,
a customized system developed by the individual creditor is usually combined with
generic scores purchased from a credit bureau.
Because of the high-dimensional character and complexity of the data, there is
no existing data mining model that can handle all the data at one stroke. While it
Credit Scoring. Available: http://www.epic.org/privacy/creditscoring/
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is well known that some data mining models, such as decision trees, neural networks
and support vector machines, are applied to this domain, there is very little published
literature concerning personal bankruptcy prediction in the data mining field. This
is mainly due to two things. The first is commercial-in-confidence: corporations do
not like to reveal their techniques to others. Second, large and interesting sources of
data are not made available to the academic community. Even several of the papers
that have been published [28, 42, 67] do not present a practical prediction system,
but just give some classification models where the prediction is simply treated as
classification, without considering the prediction period, which is a critical issue for
practical application. These existing models use a fixed-dimension vector consisting
of 'those attributes that were found to be most correlated to bankrupt behavior" [28]
to represent a client, and the prediction models are trained in the vector space.
Comprehensibility is another issue that creates a gap between the academic and
industry communities in the field of personal bankruptcy prediction. Both accuracy
and comprehensibility are required for data mining techniques [80]. The patterns
discovered by the data mining models have little value in practical application if they
have low comprehensibility. The creditor hesitates to use a complex prediction model
with low comprehensibility, even if its prediction accuracy is high.

In summary,

some data mining models concerning personal bankruptcy prediction have several
drawbacks:
• The attributes fed into the models need to be pre-selected, which is difficult
even with knowledge and experience of the domain.
• The format of data input into the models is vectorial, which means that original
sequence data need to be aggregated into one value for each attribute, and
this kind of aggregation leads to significant loss of useful information, such as
sequence and sequential patterns.
• The models can be difficult to interpret to creditors, especially if they are not
experts in the data mining field.
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Thus, employing these models directly as classifiers is difficult in industry applications. Furthermore, although these models have demonstrated some capacity to outperform basic classifiers such as decision trees, neural networks, etc, their predictive
performance is not very satisfactory. For instance, in the hybrid model of Donato [28],
63.7% of bankrupt (bad) accounts are identified, with 17.3% of non-bankrupt (good)
accounts mistaken for bad accounts; while in He's MCNP model [42], 82.8% of bad
accounts are identified, but the percentage of good accounts that are misidentified is
as high as 49.0%. These two systems lack appeal, due either to a low true positive
ratio or a high false positive ratio.

5.3

Feature mining from categorical data

The extracted or transformed categorical data in our project took two forms: data
table with categorical variables and transaction tuples. Categorical data sets were extracted from the original monthly aggregation database, and transaction tuples were
obtained by aggregating daily transaction record database to summarize which kinds
of merchandise or service each client purchased using the credit card. The summarization for transaction is based on pre-defined taxonomy, for example, purchasing
airline tickets from different airline company can be summarized to 'air transportation' category or even 'transportation' category, depending how fine the taxonomy
is.
From the original monthly aggregation database, we obtained two kinds of categorical variables. One is stationary categorical variables, whose values do not change
or change little within past historic period used for model learning, such as age, gender, province, employer etc. The other is transformed from monthly numeric data
using discretization method. For example, the values of "cash advance" variable can
be divided into three categories: 'no cash advance', 'less than 1000$', and 'equal or
more than 1000$'. The symbols used to denote the discretized categories are natural
numbers, i.e., {0, 1, 2, . . . } .

Our investigation found that these stationary cate-

gorical variables did not provide discriminative information that can distinguish bad
accounts from good ones. We thus built the categorical table just from the discretized
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numeric variable, where each client was represented by several categorical vectors corresponding to the historic period used for prediction. Figure 5.2 gives an example
of the representation of a client in the categorical table. Some categories from different variables may show strong discrimination power when they join together, such
as the category 'equal or more than 1000$' from 'cash advance' variable occurs together with the category 'equal or more than 500$' from 'balance increase' variable
in a month. DHCC discovered one such prediction capable feature from our preliminary transformed categorical table, which was used as one of the final predictors. Its
discriminative power is shown in Table 5.3 in Section 5.6.
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Figure 5.2: Categorical table built from credit card data
We also explored if the pattern discovered from transactional data can be used to
distinguish bad accounts from good ones. The merchandise and service that purchased
by the credit cardholders were summarized by 14 categories, denoted by {A, B, C, . . . ,
N}. Each client is represented by a transaction, i.e., a subset of the 14 items, denoting
the past consumption. The clustering results generated from the transactional data
are presented in Table 5.1, from which we can see that cluster '111' represents a
bankruptcy cluster as the majority of the transactions are from bankrupt accounts.
The bankruptcy feature we extracted from cluster '111' is that using the credit card
mainly purchase category 'M', with very few other items, where the category 'M' is
insurance. However, this feature is not selected in our final prediction system due
to its relatively lower discriminative power and low coverage of bad accounts (small
recall value) compared with other mined features.
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Cluster
000
001
010

on

100
101
110
111

# Bankrupt
129
220
173
306
477
189
230
276

#Non-bankrupt
201
210
377
394
328
185
229
76

Table 5.1: Clustering results of DHCC on transactional data

5.4
5.4.1

Feature mining from sequence data
Motivation

To the best of our knowledge, in the personal bankruptcy prediction domain, neither
the scoring models nor the existing data mining methods adequately take sequence
information in credit card data into account. Sequence data are very common in data
sources such as credit card data, which takes the form of ordered monthly aggregation
or transaction records with a time stamp. The evolutionary change of value in this
kind of sequential data or time series data contains strong predictive patterns: for
example, a period of consecutive increases in balance is an indicator of a risky account.
At the same time, original temporal data directly extracted from individual numeric
variable yield short time series, since in financial institutes, the past historic data
used as a predictor normally spans one year [28, 42, 67]. Thus the number of data
points in the time series is about 12. This causes difficulties for conventional time
series analysis methods which do not work well on such short time series.
Instead of aggregating the original sequential and time series data into vectorical
data, we use sequence mining technique to discover the bankruptcy features. We
exploit the clustering technique described in Chapter 4 to discover useful sequence
patterns which can be used to distinguish bad accounts from good ones. To make our
prediction system comprehensible, we do not build the classifier, which is commonly
used to make predictions, directly on the sequences. Instead, we exploit sequence
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clustering to discover the sequence patterns, which are easy to understand, and use
them as predictors in the final prediction system. Additionally, building the sequence
classifier requires definition of the similarity between the sequences, which is difficult
in our application, as our sequences are short and contain noise; furthermore, the
sequence patterns vary for different variables. On the other hand, clustering is used to
find useful variables on which predictive sequence patterns can be mined. Therefore,
clustering is used as an exploratory tool to discover comprehensible predictors for our
final prediction system.

5.4.2

Sequence representation of client behavior

Each variable, which can be an original attribute or a function of an original attribute
or attributes, or an aggregation of original data, results in a set of sequences (for different clients). In general, for categorical variables, the sequences can be constructed
directly by extracting categorical values from the original database. For a numeric
variable, discretization is employed to transform the variable to a categorical one before constructing sequences. The process of these transformations can be considered
as coding human knowledge about the information provided by each variable. In
our application, each original variable is transformed either to a binary categorical
variable (meaning 'good behavior' and 'bad behavior') or a multi-valued ordinal attribute (meaning 'good behavior' and 'graded bad behaviors'). The symbols used to
construct the sequence are natural numbers, i.e., {0, 1, 2, ... }. The symbol '0' represents good behavior (e.g., no delinquency), while non-zero symbols represent bad
behavior (e.g., delinquency); the 'bigger' the symbol, the worse the behavior. For
instance, coding '0' if no cash advance in a month and ' 1 ' otherwise; coding '0' if
there is no delinquency in a month, ' 1 ' for slight delinquency 2 , and '2' if a serious
delinquency 3 .
Consequently, we obtain two types of sequences, i.e., binary sequences and ordinal
2

Slight delinquency means the client failed to pay the minimum required amount due in a month
by the due date but paid by the next billing date; this is defined in the original data.
3
Serious delinquency means the client failed to pay the minimum required amount due in a month
by the next billing date; this is a new variable created in our system.
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sequences. If the variable has two categorical values, the resulting sequences are
binary; if the variable has more than two values, they are ordinal. The specific
characteristics of these two types of sequences are as follows:
• The symbol set composing the sequences is asymmetric; i.e., only the presence
of non-zero symbols is regarded as an important bankruptcy indicator, but this
does not mean the presence of 'O's can be ignored. In fact, these 'O's characterize
the environments surrounding non-zero symbols; the same symbol(s) in different
environments represent different behaviors. Taking '0000011000' and '00101101'
as examples, the two clients clearly have different levels of delinquency since the
segment '11' is located between many O's in the first sequence and only two O's
in the second.
• The symbols composing the ordinal sequences are comparable in the following
way: '2' is worse than ' 1 ' which is worse than '0'. On the other hand, the
symbol ' 1 ' is more similar to '0' than to '2' in some cases, but the reverse may
be true in other cases.
Generally speaking, the scheme for converting original data into sequence data is
straightforward. The natural-number-denoted sequence symbol represents valuated
monthly behavior, which simplifies the original data while preserving the sequential
or temporal information.

5.4.3

Modification and extension of the C P D model

We make some modification and extension of the CPD model to adapt it to the
special character of our sequences. The weighted similarity measure is designed for
binary sequences and applied to ordinal sequences as well because ordinal sequences
are decomposed to binary sequences in our clustering algorithm (details are given in
this section). The new measure is given in (5.1), which is derived from the one defined
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in (4.2).
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Here w0 and W\ are the weight values for '0' and T respectively. In our application,
we choose wo=l-0, and Wi=2.0.
We emphasize the structural character of non-zero symbols by using a weighted
similarity measure. Because the symbol set composing the sequences is asymmetric, the probability of generating zero symbols and non-zero symbols should not
play equally important roles in the similarity measure. For example, the sequence
'000000011111' may be assigned to a group of sequences with sparse occurrence of
non-zero symbols, like '0000000100'. But as the local structural character of nonzero symbols plays an important role in identifying bad accounts with a high risk
of going bankrupt, we are more likely to assign the sequence '000000011111' to the
cluster of sequences with frequent and consecutive occurrence of non-zero symbols
like ' l l l l l O H O i r . So in our application, w\ should always be greater than w0.
In order to extend the similarity measure defined in (5.1) and the model-based
K-means algorithm in Chapter 4 to ordinal sequences, we decompose the ordinal
sequence to a binary sequence set consisting of m binary sequences. The hierarchical
decomposition is associated with the ordinal relationship of the symbols. The binary
sequence of order i takes the value of ' 1 ' <at a given position if one of the symbols
from at to am is present at that position, here at is the symbol of natural number
?', and '0' otherwise. Occurrences of ' 1 ' in the higher-order sequence are repeated in
lower-order sequences at the same position. An example is given in Figure 5.3. For
the sequence whose 'biggest' symbol is smaller than am, the binary sequence of high
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order takes the value of '0' at all positions. There are m CPD models, as well as m
PSTs, for a cluster of sequences, each relating to one order. Each PST is constructed
by the decomposed binary sequences of the related order.

Original sequence:
First order:
Second order:
Third order:

000000102223
000000101111
000000001111
000000000001

Figure 5.3: Decomposition of an ordinal sequence
We define the measure of similarity between an ordinal sequence and a cluster of
ordinal sequences based on a weighted combination of the similarity between each
binary sequence and the CPD model of the same order. We use ssk to represent
a (user-defined) similarity between two neighbor symbols, i.e. ssj is the similarity
between '0' and ' 1 ' , .s.s2 between ' 1 ' and '2', etc. The symbol T in the sequence
of higher order represents worse behavior, which means the dissimilarity between
the non-zero symbol and the symbol '0' plays an important role in identifying bad
accounts. Using d3 = Yll=i ~ *° quantify the dissimilarity between symbol a3 and
'0', the similarity measure for ordinal sequences is defined as:
-.

sim'A(S) =

m

^2dtsimAt(St)

m

(5.2)

where St is the binary sequence of S discomposed on order i, A, is the binary sequences
of all the sequences of A discomposed on order i, and sim-A^St) *s the similarity
between St and A t as defined in (5.1). The higher the order i is, the more heavily
the similarity sirn^Si)

is weighted.

The model-based K-me&ns clustering algorithm for ordinal sequences is almost
the same as the algorithm described in Figure 4.3, except that the template model
has m PSTs and each model of a cluster has m PSTs. In step (3), the similarity
between an individual sequence and a cluster of sequences is calculated by Formula
(5.2). In step (4), the CPD of a cluster is updated, recalculating the CPD of each
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PST based on the binary sequences of the corresponding order.

5.4.4

Sequence pattern extraction

Sequence patterns are extracted based on the clustering results of each variable. This
process is done manually to make the discovered patterns easy to understand for
creditor. This exploratory analysis process involves, aggregating the patterns hidden
in several different clusters if it can, and merging some adjacent categorical values
if possible. This process proceeds as follows: First, we explore the model-based Kmeans clustering (trying different values for K) to find bankruptcy clusters where the
majority of sequences are from bad accounts, and then we analyze and extract the
common structural features of the sequences, referred to as bankruptcy features, in
bankruptcy clusters.4 Table 5.2 shows an example of the clustering results for 'cash
advance' variable with K=6; clusters 2 and 6 are bankruptcy clusters. Some samples
from these two clusters are depicted in Figure 5.4. By analyzing the structural features
of the sequences in these two bankruptcy clusters, we can aggregate the sequence
patterns in the two clusters, concluding the final sequence pattern as 'there is cash
advance for more than 2 consecutive months or 2 consecutive months with at most 1
preceding and following month with no cash advance'. Then, the features' capacity
to distinguish bad accounts from good ones is tested; if the accounts identified by
these features are close to the ones in related bankruptcy clusters, the features are
chosen as bankruptcy features.
Cluster
1
2
3
4
5
6

^Bankrupt
998
512
160
92
108
130

#Non-bankrupt
1412
108
109
182
154
35

Table 5.2: Sequence clustering results for one variable
4

Fortunately, clustering for finding bankruptcy clusters is not sensitive to K: the same bankruptcy
features can be extracted for several different choices of parameter K.
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100001110101
111000111000
110100000001
000111100000
001100001011

101111011111
011110011111
100111111111
111110000001
010111110000

Cluster 6

Cluster 2

Figure 5.4: Samples drawn from two bankruptcy clusters
In addition, by analyzing the other aspect of sequence patterns, some adjacent
categorical values can be merged if they represent similar behavior to some extent.
Figure 5.5 shows some samples from two non-bankruptcy clusters on another variable,
from which we can see that the categorical value "1' can be merged to '0' as it constructs non-bankruptcy patterns similar to those for '0'. When some adjacent values
are merged, which means the attribute is re-discretized to less categorical values, the
newly generated sequences on the attribute are re-clustered. By aggregating patterns
and merging similar categorical values, the final patterns extracted from the clustering results are simplified. Since both the sequence coding scheme and the statistical
measure of similarity are readily comprehensible, the bankruptcy features obtained
are also easy to understand, as it is shown in the example of the cash-advance feature.

111111111111
101111211011
111011111121
121110011011
111111000110

000000000000
100100000010
010002000001
000011000000
110000000100

Figure 5.5: Samples drawn from two non-bankruptcy clusters
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5.5

Bankruptcy feature representation

The bankruptcy features, including the features mined from our categorical data mining and sequence mining techniques and the features from other data mining models
or domain expertise, are represented in low-dimensional Boolean vector space. The
number of the dimensions is the number of the selected prediction-capable features.
The clients are represented in the new readily comprehensible vector space. For each
dimension, the vector takes value 1 if the client has the corresponding bankruptcy
feature and value 0 otherwise. The Boolean table combines the knowledge mined
from the original high-dimensional, complex credit data. Instead of binary classification, i.e., predicting whether each client will go bankrupt or not, we combine these
mined prediction-capable features to generate a confidence score for each account.
The SVM classifier is exploited for this purpose, with binary value {+1,-1} indicating
class membership, +1 for a bankrupt account and -1 for a non-bankrupt account.
Thus, the higher the confidence score, the more risky the account is.
Up to this point, we have transformed the original classification problem on a
complex, large data base to classification on a concise, low-dimensional Boolean table.
Regarding the function of the final classifier, we emphasize the aspect of combining
the predictive-capable features to output a continuous score, in order to rank the
accounts according to the probability of going bankrupt. It is impossible to design a
classifier on the original high-dimensional sequential and time series data.
The bankruptcy patterns discovered by our data mining techniques are relatively
stable. The process of data clustering and feature extraction is an independent part of
our prediction system, which can run independently alongside the prediction system.
In our application, with the observation point moving forward for half a year,5 the
same bankruptcy features can be obtained from our data mining technique. Therefore,
the mined bankruptcy patterns just need to be tracked to see if their predictive
capability is changing, and turn off the related dimension in the feature space if
the corresponding feature is prediction-incapable. Additionally, the feature space is
5

The credit card data delivered to us cover for two and half years. Predicting the future
bankruptcy for one year using preceding one year's historical data requires the period for two years,
so only half a year remains allowing to test the stability of the mined bankruptcy features over time.
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extended if a new feature was discovered in the latest period.

5.6

Prediction results

Our prediction system is based on the combined feature space of the mined bankruptcy
features and some existing prediction-capable features, such as credit bureau credit
scores. To demonstrate the prediction performance of our data mining technique,
in Section 5.6.1, we give the experimental results based on the mined bankruptcy
features, and compare them with the performance of credit bureau credit scoring and
that of a SVM built on simple aggregation of original data. We also present the
prediction results of a decision tree based on both the mined bankruptcy features
and the simple aggregation data. Additionally, in Section 5.6.2, we present promising prediction results from our final prediction system, which is built on the mined
bankruptcy features and some already existing prediction-capable features.
The data used in our experiment is from our project for one of the major banks
of Canada. There are a total of 7495 bad accounts among the MasterCard holders,
all from bankrupt clients whose accounts were activated before April 2006 and who
declared bankruptcy in the period from April 2006 to March 2007 (one year). We
also include 10,175 good accounts in the experimental data set. The period of the
data used as predictor is from April 2005 to March 2006 (one year), i.e., March 2006
is the observation point. So, our personal bankruptcy prediction system uses one
year of historical credit data to predict future bankruptcy for one year. The training
set contains both 2000 bad accounts and 2000 good accounts, which are randomly
selected. The remaining 5495 bad accounts and 8175 good accounts are used to
evaluate the prediction performance.
In our investigation, we use three percentage values to evaluate our prediction
system. The first one is the hit ratio: the number of identified bad accounts over the
total number of bad accounts; the second is the ratio of the total balance of identified
bankrupt accounts to the total balance of all bankrupt accounts; and the third is the
misidentification ratio, i.e., the ratio of the number of misidentified good accounts to
the total number of good accounts. Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC) curves
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are exploited to evaluate performance. The main difference between the measures
used in our work and conventional measures such as Type I and Type II error rates,
as used in [67], is that the prediction performance is evaluated separately by us for the
class of bad accounts and the class of good accounts. In fact, in the real-life situation
the overwhelming majority of accounts are good clients (about 0.5% of clients declare
bankruptcy each year in our project). Thus the type I or type II measure, calculated
by combining the number of identified bad accounts and the number of misidentified
good accounts, would yield biased indications when the proportions of the two classes
in the experiment do not reflect the real situation. Given the huge imbalance of the
classification, if a% of good accounts were misidentified, this would approximately
be a% (slightly higher) of total accounts that are treated as risky accounts, since
the number of bankrupt accounts can be neglected in such ratio calculation. This
is the reason why it is important to considerer the two classes separately, with the
goal of maximizing the hit ratio for bad accounts while simultaneously minimizing
the misidentification ratio for good accounts.
We compare our prediction results with the performances of both the S VM built on
simple aggregation of the variables and credit bureau credit scoring, and also, we give
the prediction results of decision tree based on both the mined bankruptcy features
and the simple aggregation data. For the SVM, the input vectors are generated from
the capable variables selected by our clustering algorithms; the vector value of each
variable is the average of the historical data for the preceding 12 months. Here, the
goal of comparing with SVM is to show the importance of considering comprehensible
features, especially the sequence patterns. On the other hand, the comparison with
the generic scoring models from three major credit bureaus

6

is also very important

because these are preferred and widely used in practice in the industry. In fact, these
models have been expanded well beyond their original purpose of assessing credit
risk to predict potential bankruptcy, profitability, fraud etc., see the literature on the
6

Trans Union, Equifax, and Northern Credit Bureaus, Inc. are the largest credit bureaus providing credit report services in Canada. They get information from companies granting credit and
public record information from courthouses throughout Canada. Their systems are complex and the
details are not revealed to the public due to commercial-in-confidence. The monthly credit score is
part of our original data.
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Internet 7 and in [61]. We used the SVM with the Radial Basis Function (RBF) kernel
from LIBSVM

8

for both our final prediction system and the SVM classifier built on

simple aggregation for comparison. The decision tree is constructed by the C4.5
algorithm [68], using the entropy-based criterion to select the split. For the decision
tree, the predictors are categorical in the bankruptcy feature space, continuous in the
aggregation data space.

5.6.1

Feature mining

Fourteen bankruptcy features, denoted as v\, t>2, •••> ^i4> are identified as capable
bankruptcy predictors. The first thirteen features are discovered by mining behavior
sequence, and the last one is discovered from categorical data. Their names are
omitted here due to commercial-in-confidence. Their prediction performance is given
in Table 5.3, where the column 'bad' gives the number of bad accounts identified,
the column 'good' gives the number of good accounts misidentified, and '%bad' and
'%good' are the respective percentages of right prediction (True Positive) and wrong
prediction (False Positive). The cardinality of the union of bad accounts hit by
these 14 variables is 5112, accounting for 93.03%, and the number for good accounts
misidentified is 2133, accounting for 26.09%.
Figure 5.6 shows the distribution of the identified bad accounts in Table 5.3,
referring to the 5112 bad accounts hit by either of the 14 bankruptcy features, over
the 12-month prediction period. From Figure 5.6 we can see that more than 95% of
the bad accounts declared bankruptcy within one month after the observation point
are identified, and the ratio decreases as the prediction period is extended. For cases
of bankruptcy occurring in the twelfth month after the observation point, about 87%
of the bad accounts are identified. As we explained in Chapter 1, the earlier bad
accounts are identified, the lower the losses entailed. However, early identification
represents a greater challenge, which is illustrated in Figure 5.6.
Objective comparisons were conducted based on the ROC curves obtained from
our model, i.e., the SVM built on the mined bankruptcy feature space; the SVM (built
7
8

Credit Scoring. Available: http://www.epic.org/privacy/creditscoring/
LIBSVM. Available: http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/-cjlin/libsvm/
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Variable
Ul
V2

v3
v4
v-0
v6
v7
v%
Vg

vw
Vu
V\2

V\z

vu
Union

bad good
1691
90
1810 681
1203 513
1676 655
1157 425
2839 813
1462 631
2081 495
3056 627
1416 698
3157 614
1137 169
1270 429
1089 352
5112 2133

%bad
30.77
32.94
21.89
30.50
21.06
51.67
26.61
37.87
55.61
25.77
57.45
20.69
23.11
19.82
93.03

%good
1.10
8.33
6.28
8.01
5.20
9.94
7.72
6.05
7.67
8.54
7.51
2.07
5.25
4.31
26.09

Table 5.3: Prediction results for capable variables
on simple aggregation of original data); and credit bureau credit scoring. The ROC
curve for case identification, i.e., the hit ratio (True Positives) vs. misidentification
ratio (False Positives) is displayed in Figure 5.7. From Figure 5.7 we can see that
our model performs very comparably to credit bureau credit scoring. At low false
positive, the credit scoring system outperforms our sequence model by identifying
slightly more bad accounts; however, at higher false positive, our sequence model
overtakes the credit scoring. Comparisons using two cutoffs for the false positive
value, 10% and 15%, are given in Table 5.4. Of the 7495 bad accounts, 381 have
account records for only 6 months or less; these accounts were opened after September
2005 but went bankrupt before March 2007; also, some bankrupt clients have only
used this credit card very few times or even not at all. These two kinds of accounts
are almost impossible to identify using credit card data sources alone. This situation
gives some advantages to the credit scoring method because it is based on historical
credit information from almost all creditors, even from public sources like court cases.
Thus the credit bureaus may have plentiful predictive information on these accounts,
which are difficult for us to identify.
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Q95
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Q85
Q8

123456789101112
Figure 5.6: The distribution of identified bad accounts over the prediction period
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Figure 5.7: ROC curve for case identification
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Cutoffs of False Positive
Our System
SVM
Credit Scoring

10%
72.35%
58.49%
72.68%

15%
84.46%
70.94%
84.59%

Table 5.4: Case identification on two cutoffs
The prediction results of the decision tree based on both bankruptcy features and
simple aggregation are given in Table 5.5. The ROC curve cannot be calculated
for decision because the output of the decision tree is classification, which cannot be
used to rank the accounts. The decision tree can be extended to the ranking problem,
provided that the ordinal scale for each instance is supplied [86]. However, the ordinal
scales are unavailable in our application; therefore, for each test on either features or
simple aggregation, we can only get two ratios, i.e., true positive and false positive.
For comparison, in the False Positive column, the value of the decision tree is followed
by the value of our system under the approximate true positive value.

Feature Space
Simple Aggregation

False Positive
18.57% / 14.82%
37.7% / 26.9%

True Positive
83.97%
96.4%

Table 5.5: Prediction results of decision tree
Table 5.5 also demonstrates that our mined bankruptcy features are more predictioncapable than simple aggregation. The performance of a decision tree on the feature
space is slightly inferior to that of our system, while our system outperforms the
decision tree on simple aggregation by a wide margin.
In our evaluation, we have used the ratio of the balance of identified bankrupt
accounts to the balance of all bankrupt accounts. This is an important measure for
evaluating the performance of a prediction system, since the primary goal of personal
bankruptcy prediction is to lower the losses resulting from personal bankruptcy. Two
time points are important to take into account: one is the observation point, which
is March 2006 in our experiment, and the other is the time when the client declared
bankruptcy, which varies with different bankrupt clients. The ROC curve of fraction
of balance of identified bankrupt accounts on March 2006 vs. the fraction of the
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number of falsely identified good accounts (False Positives) is given in Figure 5.8,
and the ROC curve of fraction of balance of identified bankrupt accounts at the time
the clients declared bankruptcy vs. the fraction of the number of falsely identified
good accounts (False Positives) is given in Figure 5.9.

IBIPBJW•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Bankruptcy Feature
Credit Scoring
SVM

False Positive

0.4

0.6

0.8

Figure 5.8: ROC curve of March 2006 balance of identified bad accounts
Both Figure 5.8 and Figure 5.9 show that our system outperforms credit bureau
credit scoring and the SVM, notably in terms of loss prediction. For example, our
system can predict 94.07% of the total balance of the bankrupt clients at March
2006 and 90.90% of the total balance of the bankrupt clients when they declared
bankruptcy when the misidentification ratio is 15%, compared with 89.37% and 84.9%
for the SVM, and 80.54% and 78.02% for credit bureau credit scoring. These results
are shown in Table 5.6. The loss prediction comparison for the false positive cutoff of 10% is given in Table 5.7. These results show that our system can identify
more critical-bankrupt accounts, i.e., those bankrupt accounts owing large amounts
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Figure 5.9: ROC curve of balance of identified bad accounts when bankruptcy declared
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of money. This is reasonable because clients with large credit scores are granted high
credit limits, so that when these clients go bankrupt, they owe large sums to their
creditors. These clients cannot be identified by the credit scoring system; however,
most of them can be identified by our system as they have the bankruptcy features
we mined. Therefore, our system can be used as an important supplement to credit
scoring systems.

Our System
SVM
Credit scoring

BaLObservation Point
94.07%
89.37%
80.54%

BaLbankrupt
90.90%
84.9%
78.02%

Table 5.6: Loss prediction for 15% cutoff

Our System
SVM
Credit Scoring

BaLObservation Point
80.28%
73.77%
64.65%

BaLbankrupt
76.17%
69.57%
61.55%

Table 5.7: Loss prediction for 10% cutoff

5.6.2

Final prediction system

The aim of our research is by no means to design a prediction system to replace
existing systems, but rather to extend current approaches to improve prediction performance. The feature space for building the final SVM classifier is extensible. With
more prediction-capable features, the final prediction performance can be improved.
Our final prediction system combines the bankruptcy features obtained by our data
mining techniques and two existing features that are capable of distinguishing bad
accounts from good accounts. These two existing features are referred to as nonbankruptcy features because the presence of these features indicates that an account
has little risk of going bankrupt. The two non-bankruptcy features are below.
The first is the credit bureau credit score, a preferred measure widely used in
industry. A credit score is a number, generally between 300 and 850, assigned to a
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client to rate creditworthiness. The scores are assigned based on multiple sources,
such as the mortgage industry, the banking industry, etc. Generally, a score above
750 is considered to be excellent.

9

Therefore, we use 750 as the cutoff score: a client

whose credit score at the observation point (March 2006 in our experiment) is above
750 possesses this extended feature, that is, the vector corresponding to this client
takes value 1 on this extended dimension; otherwise, it takes value 0.
The other feature used to extend our prediction system is good payment history.
A client's payment history is believed to be a good indicator of future insolvency. A
client who has never been delinquent is considered to represent little risk. A client
who never commits delinquency possesses this extended feature, that is, the vector
corresponding to this client takes value 1 on this extended dimension; otherwise, it
takes value 0.
The final prediction performance based on the extended feature space is shown in
Table 5.8, which is based on the two false positive cutoffs, i.e., 10% and 15%. Comparing with Tables 5.4, 5.6 and 5.7, we see that notable improvement has been gained
by extending our mined feature space with some existing features.

Furthermore,

when the credit bureau credit score is combined with our final prediction system, our
system outperforms credit scoring by a larger margin.
Cutoffs of False Positive
Case Prediction
Loss Prediction(observation point)
Loss Prediction(bankruptcy point)

10%
15%
81.58% 97.78%
83.63% 98.1%
81.6% 97.12%

Table 5.8: Prediction performance of our system

5.7

Chapter summary

Personal bankruptcy prediction is a challenging application in the financial industry. Credit scoring models are commonly used in this important application domain.
9

Free Credit Reports in Canada. Available: h t t p s : / / w w w . f r e e c r e d i t r e p o r t s i n c a n a d a . c a
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Some data mining models have also been investigated in this area. Both credit scoring models and existing data mining models ignore the sequence pattern of clients'
behavior, which has proven to be very capable of identifying bad accounts in our
investigation.
We have investigated the use of categorical data mining and sequence mining
techniques described in Chapter 2 and Chapter 4 in personal bankruptcy prediction.
Some discriminative patterns are discovered by our clustering techniques, which are
referred to as bankruptcy features. The bankruptcy features used as predictors to
identify bad accounts are readily comprehensible, making our prediction system easy
to explain to creditors. The experimental results show that the bankruptcy features
have a great capacity to identify bad accounts, especially in terms of loss prediction.
Our prediction system based on bankruptcy features outperforms the credit bureau
credit scoring method despite the fact that it uses a single data source, whereas the
scoring system is run based on multiple data sources relating to creditworthiness.
Our final system based on combining bankruptcy features and some existing features demonstrates promising prediction performance. Our system can be used as
an important supplement to existing credit scoring systems, which have an intrinsic
deficiency when it comes to loss prediction.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Work
In this thesis, the focus of our research was on clustering categorical and sequence
data, and their application in the domain of personal bankruptcy prediction. Clustering categorical and sequence data is much more challenging than clustering numeric
data due to the lack of inherently meaningful similarity measure. In our proposed algorithms, i.e., DHCC, SDHCC, model-based A'-means, we circumvented the obstacle
of defining the naturally meaningful pairwise similarity, by defining the similarities
between individual object and a cluster of objects. Their performance and usefulness
were extensively validated by experiments on both public data and the data from our
project on a major Canadian bank.
We proposed a novel divisive hierarchical clustering algorithm for categorical data,
named DHCC. In DHCC, we set the objective of clustering categorical data to minimizing the objective function, i.e., the sum of Chi-square error (SCE) and proposed a
systemic approach to optimize the objective function. Each bisection step of DHCC
consists of two phases: preliminary bisection based on multiple correspondence analysis (MCA) and iterative refinement based Chi-square distance measure between a
single categorical object and a cluster of categorical objects. MCA plays an important role in bisection by taking the global information on the data distribution into
account, and furthermore, the preliminary bisection based on MCA is closely related
to optimization of the objective function. The refinement phase further (locally) optimizes the objective function by relocating the objects from the cluster being split.
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Using indicator matrix to represent the categorical data and Chi-square distance to
measure the dissimilarity between an individual object and a cluster makes DHCC
capable of seamlessly discovering clusters embedded in subspace.
We proposed a semi-supervised divisive hierarchical clustering algorithm for categorical data, named SDHCC, which is underlain by DHCC. We investigated how to
take advantage of prior background knowledge, which is provided as must-link and
cannot-link constraints on pairs of instances, in clustering categorical data. In SDHCC, we view semi-supervised clustering of categorical data as an issue of optimizing
the objective function SCE subject to extra instance-level constraints, and proposed a
systematic approach to deal with this problem. The optimization process in SDHCC
consists of three phases: initialization of bisection; iterative refinement of the bisection based on Chi-square distance; and alleviation of the cannot-link violation. These
three steps guide the optimization process in SDHCC to a better solution in terms of
satisfying the constraints, leading to remarkable improvement over the unsupervised
clustering algorithm DHCC.
We presented a statistical model, i.e., conditional probability distribution (CPD),
for sequence clustering. Based on the CPD model, a model-based if-means algorithm was proposed for clustering categorical sequences. CPD model is among the
short memory approaches, which are based on the hypothesis that the probability
distribution of the next symbol given the preceding segment can be approximated
by observing the last L symbols in that segment. Compared with Hidden Markov
Models with fixed memory length L, CPD model has varying L depending on the statistical structure of the sequence cluster, which is more adaptive to the real complex
situation where the significant features of the sequences exist in different length. The
model-base K-means algorithm works in a similar way to the traditional .ftT-means on
vectorial data, and suitable for both long and short categorical sequences.
On the project of personal bankruptcy prediction, we explored the extent to which
the use of clustering techniques proposed in this thesis can discover useful and comprehensible discriminative features, which can help to solve the problem of personal
bankruptcy prediction. We generated two types of data, i.e., categorical data and behavior sequences, from the preprocessing step on the high-dimensional and complex
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original data. Then we applied our DHCC and model-based A'-means algorithms
on these two types of data respectively, and discover some predictive features. These
mined bankruptcy features, combined with some existing prediction-capable features,
are represented in low-dimensional Boolean vector space, and SVM was exploited to
combine these features and generate a confidence score for each account. Our final
prediction system demonstrated promising prediction performance, especially in loss
prediction. Our research also demonstrated that the sequence pattern of clients' behavior is very capable of identifying bad accounts in personal bankruptcy prediction.
Overall, the research presented in this thesis has made significant contributions
in the domain of unsupervised and semi-supervised clustering of categorical data,
clustering sequence data, as well as personal bankruptcy prediction. The algorithms
proposed in this thesis can be used as important tools for exploratory data analysis.
Our investigation in this thesis also bridges the industry-academia gap in the domain
of personal bankruptcy prediction, and opens another avenue for the future research
in this domain, as well as the similar application fields of classification and prediction.
Our research also inspires some future work. We present some as follows:
• Anomalous objects (also referred to as outliers) in the data can affect DHCC.
These objects can distort the definition of the cluster center to some extent,
and in rare cases, make the refinement process fail to converge.

Removing

anomalous records prior to clustering can improve clustering performance. An
interesting area for future research would thus be to design a seamless strategy
or algorithm to detect the outliers for DHCC. In fact, outlier detection from
categorical data is a very important and largely open question [21].
• In semi-supervised clustering with instance-level constraints, some constraints
may be mis-specified by the user. For example, in the case that some instances
having the same class label but should actually be placed in different clusters
in a proper clustering, the domain expert may assume they are in the same
cluster; and also in real-life data, it commonly happens that some very similar,
even identical, instances actually belong to different classes. The must-link and
cannot-link constraints on these instances mislead the clustering process. How
115

to extent SDHCC to tolerate the mis-specified constraints to make the semisupervised clustering algorithm more robust is interesting for future research.
• The model-based A'-means for clustering sequence proposed in this thesis is very
effective in discovering the discriminative sequence patterns in the application
of personal bankruptcy prediction. However, it has some drawbacks, such as
it needs the assumption of the number of clusters, and is not very stable due
to random model initialization. Designing a divisive hierarchical clustering algorithm for sequences, which is based on CPD model, and parameter-free, is
challenging yet meaningful subject for future work.
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